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Abstract 

Research has been done for the calibration of a thermal 

infrared imaging system for the measurement of transmission 

line conductor sample emissivities. The spectral response 

of the imaging system was from 8 to 12 micrometers. A 

laboratory set-up was designed and built for this analysis. 

The laboratory equipment consisted of a FLIR 1000a 

thermal infrared imaging system, a stainless steel black-

body source with dual emissivity front surface coatings, an 

Elexor Industries PL1000 data acquisition and control 

system, and an IBM personal computer AT with imaging board 

and imaging software. 

The emissivities of the conductor samples were obtained 

through the analysis of thermal infrared images of each 

conductor with a blackbody cavity and low emissivity source 

simultaneously imaged as references. This analysis gave 

statistical mean grey levels for each conductor sample and 

references. From these mean grey levels the emissivity of 

the conductor samples were computed. Nine transmission 

line conductor sample emissivities where measured to an 

average accuracy of 17.5%. The emissivities ranged from 

.451 to .959. 

xi 



CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

The objective of this study was to calibrate a thermal 

infrared imaging system for emissivity measurements of 

transmission line conductor samples. The imaging system 

was used to convert the thermal radiance of an object (in 

this case a transmission line conductor sample) into a 

visual image, where the brightness of an area in the image 

is related to the apparent radiance of the corresponding 

area in the scene viewed (Richmond 1979). This image, 

along with the measured temperature of the object, were 

used to calculate the emissivity, which is defined as the 

"ratio of the radiance of a given body to that of a 

blackbody" (Infrared Handbook, 1985). A blackbody is thus 

defined as a pcrfect radiator. 

1 
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1.2 Importance 

A thermal infrared imaging system will assist the 

Bonneville Power Administration of Portland, Oregon in the 

temperature measurement of overhead transmission line 

conductors from a helicopter. This allows them to 

passively monitor temperature changes as a result of 

electrical load changes. It is economically more efficient 

to increase the load on existing (possibly under-rated) 

transmission line conductors rather than replace them with 

new ones. If the load is known on a particular 

transmission line conductor while measuring its 

temperature, then a prediction of the permissible load 

increase can be made which will satisfy certain safety 

factors. For instance, transmission line conductor sag 

modeling ie. keeping the conductors clear of tree tops, 

determining potential hot spots, and locating possible 

equipment failures. 

Airborne temperature measurements were preferred over 

ground based measurements because they offer substantial 

time and cost savings. There are more than 2500 miles of 

overhead transmission line conductors for which the 

Bonneville Power Administration is responsible. Some of 

the areas are not accessible from the ground, and 

temperature measurement from aircraft is the only feasible 
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approach. 

1.3 Test objects; Transmission line Conductor Samples 

The test objects consist of nine conductor samples 

supplied by the Bonneville Power Administration (Figure 1). 

These conductors vary in size, design, and surface 

oxidation. Three of the samples (sample numbers 1, 2, and 

8) were found to have two distinct visual surface 

characteristics that were attributed to environmental 

weathering. The lighter one of the two surfaces resembles 

the condition of a newer conductor. The other surface 

looks much darker. This has been attributed to dirt and 

soot particles from the atmosphere which settle on the top 

of the conductor and were attached by electrolysis (Rigdon, 

1963). Rigdon states that the emissivity of these 

conductors was dependent upon the environment, the length 

of time in service, and the voltage typically used. In the 

text the images from these three samples will be referred 

to as "light side" or "dark side" respectively. 



Figure 1 - Transmission line conductor samples 1 through 
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IMAGE No. SIDE CONDUCTOR DIA. COND REMARKS 
NAME IMAGED TYPE inches 

29NOVa 1 Dark Thrasher 1.802 Used DC line, Celilo 
ACSR to Sylmar mile 67 

29NOVb 1 Light Thrasher 1.802 Used DC line, Celilo Light 
ACSR to Sylmar mile 67 

29NOVC 2 Dark Thrasher 1.802 Used 
ACSR 

29NOVd 2 Light Thrasher 1.802 Used 
ACSR 

29NOVe 3 N/A Thrasher 1.802 Used 
ACSR 

29N0Vf 4 N/A Jefferson 1.600 New Trapez o idal, non-
AAC TW specular finish 

29NOVg 5 N/A Bunting 1.302 Un
ACSR used 

3 ONOVa 6 N/A Ibis .783 UnN/A 
ACSR used 

30NOVb 7 N/A Penguin .563 Un Some dis
ACSR used coloration 

3 ONOVc 8 Dark Penguin .563 Used Midway-Grandview 
ACSR 

3 ONOVd 8 Light Penguin .563 Used Midway-Grandview 
ACSR 

3 ONOVe 9 N/A Penguin .563 Un
ACSR used 

AAC = All Aluminum Conductor. 
ACSR = Aluminum Conductor Steel Reinforced. 
DC = Direct current. 
Unused = Conductor has not been in service but not new. 
N/A = Not Applicable. 

Table 1 -Transmission line conductor sample identification. 



CHAPTER 2 

Background 

2.1 Historical Background 

The first thermal imaging was done in the 1930's using 

an instrument called the "Evaporagraph". It featured low 

contrastt slow response time, and a non-scanning design. 

In the 1940's two new systems were developed. One was a 

single detector, mechanical-scanning device similar to the 

television. The other was a non-scanning infrared vidicon, 

that has not matched the performance of the former (Lloyd, 

1975). 

The first of these mechanical-scanning imagers where 

called thermographs. They were single-detector, two-

dimensional, slow framing scanners, which recorded their 

imagery on photographic film. From 1952 to 1960 the 

thermograph developed rapidly using a bolometer detector, 

that had a relatively slow response time. 

By I960 the first prism scanner had been developed by 

6 



Perkin-Elmer Corporation incorporating a single element 

InSb (Indium lead) detector. Then, in 1965 two airborne 

forward looking infrared (FLIR) systems were introduced. 

Since 1965 the development of real-time thermal imaging 

systems has grown exponentially (Lloyd 1975). 

2.2 Thermal Infrared Imaging Theory 

The thermal infrared spectral band extends from 2pm to 

20pm. Imaging in this spectral band is limited by the 

atmosphere which has two atmospheric windows from 3.5um to 

5pm and 8^im to 14pm (see section 2.2.2 below). 

A thermal infrared imaging system is a mechanical-

scanning device, which converts radiation in the far 

infrared spectral region to a visible video image in real

time at a frame rate comparable to television (Lloyd, 

1975). In these images the brightness of an area is 

related to the apparent radiance of the corresponding area 

in the scene viewed (Richmond, 1980). Richmond also 

explains that the apparent radiances are interpreted in 

terms of radiance temperature of an area in the scene, 

which can be converted into true temperature, if the 

emittance of the material is known. 

The basic elements of a thermal imaging system are: 
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imaging optics, horizontal and vertical scanning mechanisms 

with synchronization electronics, detector(s), detector 

signal amplification and filtering electronics, and 

display. The detector is responsible for converting 

electro-magnetic radiation into an electrical signal. In 

order to detect thermal infrared radiation the detector 

must be sensitive to the thermal infrared spectral band. 

One of the more popular photoconductive detector types, 

Mercury Cadmium Telluride (HgCdTe), must be cooled to 77K 

in order to reduce thermal excitation and to maximize 

detectivity (Slater 1980). 

The acronym FLIR stands for Forward Looking Infra-Red. 

Although the term FLIR originally implied an airborne 

system, it is now used to denote any fast-framing thermal 

imager (Lloyd 1975). In the following discussion the term 

FLIR will denote a thermal infrared imaging system. 

2.2.1 Blackbodv Theory 

A blackbody is a perfect radiator or, more technically 

stated as an object that radiates the maximum number of 

photons per unit time within a spectral interval into a 

hemisphere that any object in thermodynamic equilibrium at 

the same temperature can radiate (The Infrared Handbook, 
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1985). If an object does not have the characteristics of a 

blackbody, it is referred to as a grey body and its surface 

is described in terms of emissivity. 

Emissivity is defined as "the ratio of the radiant 

exitance or radiance of a given body to that of a 

blackbody" (The Infrared Handbook, 1985). Therefore, if a 

surface is a perfect radiator such as a blackbody, then its 

emissivity is 1.0, otherwise the emissivity must be between 

0 and 1. 

2.2.2 Atmospheric Windows 

Before radiation from an object reaches a thermal 

infrared imager it will be selectively absorbed by 

atmospheric gases and scattered by small particles 

suspended in the atmosphere. The major contributors in the 

thermal infrared spectrum are (in order of importance): 

water, carbon dioxide, ozone, nitrous oxide, carbon 

monoxide, and methane. According to Lloyd (1975), nitrous 

oxide and carbon monoxide may be ignored in the lower 

atmosphere. The 6.3pm water band and the 2.7pm and 15pm 

carbon dioxide bands effectively limit atmospheric 

transmission in the 2pm to 20pm thermal spectral range to 

two atmospheric windows between 3.5pm to 5pm and 8pm to 
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14pm (Lloyd, 1975). The contribution of ozone and methane 

was not large enough to limit these two windows further. 

2.3 Previous Experiments in Emissivitv Measurement 

Several experiments have been carried out in an attempt 

to measure the emissivity of an object. Two of the more 

relevant experiments are discussed here. 

Y. May Chang of the National Bureau of Standards (1985) 

has measured the emissivity of certain building materials. 

Using these emissivities, surface temperature predictions 

were made with good results. In this experiment the 

thermal infrared scanner, the blackbody, and the samples 

that were to be measured were placed in an environmental 

chamber. The samples were then heated on a heating pad 

while the chamber was kept at a constant temperature. 

Chamber temperatures were varied from -20°C to 25°C, while 

sample temperatures of 22°C, 4°C, and -11°C were used. 

Chang employed two imagers with spectral responses of 

2-5 pm and 8-14 jam. The calibration curves for the 2-5 Jim 

system were found to be independent of surrounding 

temperature, while the 8-14 jam system was found to be 

strongly dependent on surrounding temperatures (Chang, 

1985) . This result implies that the 2-5 jim system would 
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maintain better calibration during more extreme ambient 

operating temperatures. It also might imply that an 8-14 

um system would require external temperature monitoring 

which should be included in a real-time calibration of the 

system. 

Emissivity measurements were conducted for six samples. 

Using the measured surface emissivity, the surface 

temperatures of similar materials at thermal equilibrium 

(non-fluctuating temperature) were calculated. It was 

found that calculated temperatures agreed to within 1°C. 

The second experiment conducted by W.S. Rigdon et al. 

(1963) measured the emissivity of aluminum transmission 

line conductor samples. In this experiment the samples 

were placed in a vacuum chamber with water-cooled walls to 

control background radiation and convective heat transfer 

to the thermopile. The conductor sample was heated to a 

desired temperature. All energy leaving the periphery of 

the conductor sample was measured with a doughnut-shaped 

thermopile. The emissivity of the sample was calculated by 

measuring the wall temperature, the conductor sample 

temperature, and the electro-magnetic force (emf) output of 

the thermopile. 

The conductor samples' emissivities were found to 

differ greatly, the differences ranging from .23 for new 

conductors to .98 for well-weathered conductors. 
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2.4 Derivation of Emissivity Equation 

The emissivities of the transmission line conductor 

samples was calculated through obtaining thermal infrared 

images of a conductor, stainless steel blackbody cavity, 

and one other known emissivity. The conductors and 

blackbody source were heated to a temperature above 

ambient, which reduces the effect of reflected background 

radiation. For each conductor one image was obtained and 

statistically analyzed. This analysis gave a mean grey 

level (GL) for each conductor sample, blackbody and the 

known emissivity surface. From these mean grey levels the 

emissivity of the conductor samples was computed. 

The Stefan-Boltzmann Law gives the radiance (L) of a 

surface as: 

L = EOT4. 

Where 
E = emissivity of surface 
L = radiance 
T = temperature in degrees K 
6" = Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 

Kirchoff's Law gives the reflectance (p) of a surface as: 

p = 1 - E 

which gives a reflected background radiance (1^) of 

L^ = p6T4 or 
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1^ = (1 - E) OTBK 

The total effective radiance of an object is defined as the 

sum of the surface radiance and the reflected background 

radiance, 

L = EOT4 + (1 - E)6Tbk4. 

This is for the integrated total effective radiance over 

all wavelengths. Therefore, the above equation must be 

integrated from 8jum to 12pm (the wavelengths of the imaging 

system). This gives a temperature exponent of 4.6 (Palmer, 

1987), resulting in: 

L = EST4,6 + (1 - E)6Tbk4*6. 

We may now characterize the total radiance for each 

object in the following three equations: 

LBB = ^B^BB + 6"(1 ~ eBB^TBK ^ 

LSS - "W^ss4'6 + - eSS>tBK4'6 <2> 

= EUNOTUN + EON'TBK '3' 

where 
Err = emissivity of blackbody cavity 
E„_ = emissivity of stainless steel surface 
Eun = emissivity of conductor surface (unknown) 
L„b = radiance of blackbody cavity 
Lsg = radiance of stainless steel surface 

= radiance of conductor sample surface 
Tb_ = temperature in degrees K of blackbody cavity 
Tgs = temperature in degrees K of sandblasted 

stainless steel surface 
Tttm = temperature in degrees K of conductor sample 
uw surface 

Tb„ = temperature in degrees K of background 
6 = Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 

The imaged grey level (GL) is a linear function of 
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radiance, given below: 

GL = RL + C (4) 

where 
C = DC offset constant of the image 
GL = grey level 
L = radiance 
R = responsivity factor of the imaging system. 

The responsivity factor consists of such parameters as F-

number, detector area, and detector responsivity. 

Knowledge of the exact content of this factor is not 

necessary, since it will cancel out as shown below. 

Solving equation 4 for the radiance L and substituting 

into equations 1, 2, and 3, gives: 

GLBB R^EBBTBB 
6 + Rff(l EBB*TBK 

6 + C (5) 

GLss R6ESSTSS 
6 + R6"(l ESS)TBK 

6 + C (6) 

GLUN = R6EunTun
4* 6 + R6"(l " EUN>TBK4* 

6 + c (7) 

where 
GL__ = grey level of blackbody cavity 
GL^q = grey level of stainless steel surface 
GLj^J = grey level of conductor sample surface. 

Using linear algebra to solve equations 5, 6, and 7 for the 

unknown emissivity EyN, gives the following equation: 
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tGLDN * GLBB"ESS[TSS4,6 * TBK"'6' 

OT [GLss " GLBB"TJ'6 " TBK4"6] 

EBB[TBB"'6 - TBK4"6" + 

IGLSS - glBBHTuh4-6 - TBK4-6] 

F (T 4.6 _ 4.6. 
BB* BB BK ' 

m 4 T e _ ~  4 7 6  
UN ABK 

(8 )  

Substituting the emissivities of the blackbody and 

sandblasted stainless steel along with the temperature and 

mean GL for each surface into equation (8) will yield an 

emissivity for the unknown conductor sample. 



CHAPTER 3 

Experiments 

The design of the following experiment was done with an 

objective of approximating field imaging measurements in a 

laboratory environment. The use of a laboratory 

surrounding minimized errors while allowing the feasibility 

of such field measurements to be evaluated. 

3.1 Equipment 

Thermal infrared images were obtained through the 

acquisition and digitization of a video signal generated by 

a FLIR 1000A. Two IBM personal computers were used in this 

experiment. One was for image acquisition with a Image 

Technologies Inc. PC Vision frame grabber and imaging 

board, with imaging software developed by Ray Castonguay at 

the University of Arizona. This unit was attached to the 

output of the FLIR, which allowed individual frames to be 

16 
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captured at a rate of 1/3Oth of a second and digitized to 

512 pixels horizontal by 464 lines vertical. This process 

is called "frame grabbing". These images were later 

processed and stored on disk. The second IBM personal 

computer with the same imaging board, and Werner Frei 

Associates Imagelab image processing software was used for 

statistical analysis of the images. 

Since the surface temperatures of the conductor sample, 

blackbody cavity, and known emissivity source must be 

measured at the precise moment the image was taken, an 

Elexor PL1000 12 bit, 16 channel, data acquisition and 

control system was used. The Elexor was programmed for 

independent operation with the IBM computer using Micro

soft Quickbasic version 4.0 (Appendix F Elexor software). 

Temperature data recorded every second, was stored in the 

Elexor's internal memory. Once the Elexor was initialized, 

the personal computer was free for image acquisition. 

After the image has been frame grabbed and stored, the 

personal computer was used to retrieve and store the 

temperatures from the Elexor. 

The images were transported to the Digital Image 

Analysis Laboratory (DIAL) via floppy disk, where 

statistical analysis was performed on the image regions of 

interest. The grey level (GL) mean and standard deviation 

were calculated fOiT each. ifey iOii lit Oiucl to CalCUlatS the 
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transmission line conductor sample emissivity using 

equation (8). 

3.1.1 FLIR Systems. Incorporated Model 1000A 

A FLIR Systems Model 1000A thermal infrared imaging 

system was used to acquire thermal infrared images. These 

images were analysed to make emissivity measurements. The 

FLIR 1000A has a spectral response of 8pm to 12pm, with 

peak response at 10.6pm. Horizontal field-of-view (FOV) 

was 28 degrees, vertical FOV was 17 degrees with an 

instantaneous FOV of 1.87 milliradians. The 1000A 

incorporates an array of two HgCdTe detectors. These 

detectors were cooled with high pressure Argon (5000 - 1500 

psi) in a Joule-Thompson Cryostat. Image video output was 

RS-170 (standard 75 ohm video), at a frame-rate of 30 

frames per second with a 2:1 interlace. 

The 1000A has an adjustable focus range from 2 feet to 

infinity. Other controls include level control which 

adjusts the average scene brightness and gain control which 

selects the temperature difference limits, with a range 

from 3°C to 50°C. The entire system was powered by 12 

volts DC. 



3.1.2 Blackbodv Source Design 
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The known emissivity sample was in the form of a 

stainless steel blackbody cavity with an additional known 

emissivity on the front surface of the assembly. It was 

desired to design one unit which consisted of a blackbody 

cavity along with a front surface of known emissivity. 

This was to obtain uniform temperature for the blackbody 

cavity and front surface which minimized the variation in 

the contribution of the reflected background temperature. 

This type of blackbody allowed the conductor samples and 

blackbody unit to be heated together in an oven. Any 

resulting temperature differences were expected to be small 

due to surface characteristics such as geometry and 

emissivity. 

The known sample was made of 4.5 inch diameter 

stainless steel (type 303), 4 inches long (see appendix A, 

figures A1 and A2), with a weight of 18 pounds. For the 

purpose of statistical analysis a large blackbody cavity 

was required. A cylindrical cavity, one inch in diameter 

and 3.5 inches deep, was drilled on center into the end of 

the stainless steel. This gave a depth-to-radius-ratio of 

7, which yields an emissivity of .997 (Bartell, 1978). The 

cavity was terminated by a con®, with a half-angle of 45 

degrees. Surface preparation was as follows: 1) The hole 
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as well as the front surface were sandblasted. 2) The 

cavity and the left side of the front surface were painted 

black with 3Ms' "Velvet Coat". 3) The right side of the 

front surface was left unpainted in order to give a second 

known emissivity assumed to be .440 for sandblasted 

stainless steel type 303 (The Infrared Handbook, 1985). 

Figure 2 - On left of the photo: conductor sample #2/light 
side. On right side: 4.5 inch diameter stainless steel 
cylinder with blackbody cavity in center, high emissivity 
black paint on left of blackbody, and sandblasted stainless 
steel on right. 

The left side of the front surface was painted black 
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(Figure 2) because the FLIR's detectors have a slower 

response time when scanning from low to high emissivity.. 

This gave rise to an overshoot when a low emissivity 

proceeded a high emissivity (Figure 3). The FLIR scans 

from left to right (when looking at the image), therefore, 

the overshoot was minimized when a high emissivity surface 

precedes the blackbody source of highest emissivity. This 

results in a smaller change in emissivity and therefore 

minimizes overshoot (Figure 4). 

Figure 3 - Large emissivity step. Horizontal line scan 
across image with large step in emissivity, note overshoot. 
Ideal step would rise vertically from low GL to high GL 
with no over-shoot. 
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Figure 4 - Small emissivity step. Horizontal line scan 
across image with small step in emissivity, note overshoot 
is minimized. 

Temperatures were monitored with the use of 

thermistors, which were inserted into small holes (.095 

inch diameter), one located at the rear of the blackbody 

source, the other two on each side of the cylinder .01 

inches behind the front surface (appendix A, Figures A1 and 

A2) . 
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The objective of this experiment was to make emissivity 

measurements of transmission line conductor samples with a 

thermal infrared imaging system. Two surfaces with known 

emissivities were necessary in the imager's field-of-view 

(FOV) as references. These known emissivities allowed the 

emissivities of unknown samples to be obtained, provided 

the surface temperatures of both references and the ambient 

(background) were known as shown in Lloyd (1975). The 

following is a description of the thermal infrared imaging 

experiment design including the laboratory procedure. 

3.2.1 Heating of Conductor Samples and Blackbodv Source 

Before the conductor samples and blackbody source were 

imaged they were heated in an oven (set to 50 degrees C). 

Each sample and blackbody source were allowed to come to 

thermal equilibrium, which takes 2 hours for the range of 

25°C to 50°C. 
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Figure 5 - Imaging set-up. From left to right: FLIR Inc. 
1000A, wood platform with blackbody and conductor sample, 
styrofoam, and Delta Design MK2300 oven. 

3.2.2 Imaging Technique 

The FLIR was turned on a minimum of twenty minutes 

prior to imaging in order to stabilize it's response. 

Next, the Elexor was initialized with the IBM, to allow the 

Elexor to independently sample five temperatures every 

second for 4 minutes. Immediately following Elexor 
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initialization, using cotton gloves to avoid skin oils from 

coming in contact with the surfaces, the conductor and 

blackbody source were removed from the oven and placed on 

the wood platform, 85 cm from the front of the FLIR, with 

the axis of the blackbody cavity parallel to the FLIR's 

imaging axis. Then a sheet of styrofoam (2 feet by 3 

feet), large enough to fill the FLIR's field-of-view (FOV) 

was set behind the targets to eliminate any effects of the 

oven behind the wood platform (Figure 5). 

Quickly, an average of 30 seconds after sample and 

blackbody were removed from the oven, an image frame was 

grabbed. The image was then de-striped (see below), and 

stored on hard disk. The de-striped images can be seen in 

section 4.1 (Figures 10 - 22). After this procedure, the 

image was reformatted for transfer to the Digital Image 

Analysis Laboratory (DIAL) for statistical analysis. 

Finally, temperature data were retrieved and stored on 

disk. 

3.2.3 Temperature Measurements 

Since the surface temperatures of the conductor, 

blackbody cavity, and two known emissivity sources must be 

measured at the precise, moment the image was taken, an 
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Elexor PL1000 16-channel data acquisition and control 

system was used. The Elexor was programmed for independent 

operation from the IBM computer using Quickbasic, which 

allows for the recording of temperature data every second 

and the storage of the data in the Elexor's internal memory 

(Appendix F Elexor Software). This allows the IBM to be 

available for image acquisition. After the image has been 

taken and stored, the IBM was used to read and store (on 

hard disk) the temperatures from the Elexor. 

Figure 6a - Image "29N0V52A" before de-striping. Striping 
due to error in detector pre-amp tracking, note zoom region 
outline which is shown in figure 6b. 
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3.2.4 Image De-stripina 

The images produced by the FLIR have been found to have 

a distinct horizontal stripe that runs through the entire 

image (Figures 6a and 6b). The stripe was two scan lines 

wide and appears every two lines. This artifact was due to 

the detector preamps not tracking exactly (Schuepbach, 

1987). 

Figure 6b - Zoomed area of figure 6a, Note alternating dark 
and light lines, called striping. 

To remove the striping problem, each dark striped scan 
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line was replaced with the adjacent scan line (Figure 7), 

thus maintaining the same image size but reducing the 

vertical spatial resolution of the image by a factor of 

two. The de-striped zoomed area of figure 6b can be seen 

in figure 8. 

•GO O D  LIN E S  

REPLACE 
s l 

•> BAD LINES 

' 1 
REPLACE 

i 

•GOOD LINES 

REPLACE 
l<* 1 

•BAD LINES 

•* 1 

Figure 7 - De-striping line replacement. 
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Figure 8 - Zoomed area of de-striped image "29NOVA". 
Compare to figure 6b. 

3.2.5 Image Statistics Calculations 

The images were transported to DIAL via floppy disk, 

where they were loaded into an IBM AT. Statistical 

analysis was performed on the regions of interest using 

digital image processing software Imagelab by Werner Frei 

Associates. Images were displayed using an Imaging 

Technologies "PC Vision" image board. The three r^ions of 
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interest, one each for the blackbody cavity, sandblasted 

stainless steel, and conductor sample, consisted of the 

same horizontal scan lines in order to minimize error due 

to scan variations. The grey level (GL) mean and standard 

deviation were calculated for the regions of interest, 

which were 20 pixels by 30 lines in size (Figure 9). These 

mean GLs were used later to calculate the conductor sample 

emissivity. 

I • 

Figure 9 - Image "29NOVA", three statistical regions (white 
boxed areas). The dark side of sample #1 is shown on the 
left. Blackbody source on right, with high emissivity 
paint on left side of blackbody, low emissivity sandblasted 
stainless steel on right side, and blackbody cavity in 
center. 
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Figure 9 shows the areas in which the mean and standard 

deviation were taken to estimate the grey level for the 

conductor sample, blackbody cavity, and sandblasted 

stainless steel. The grey level was assumed to be a linear 

function of radiance as shown in the derivation of the 

emissivity (Section 2.4). The black painted area was 

initially intended to be used as a third reference, but 

it's emissivity was to close too that of the blackbody, 

therefore, it only served to minimize overshoot. 



CHAPTER 4 

Discussion of Experimental Results 

4.1 Test Images 

De-striped images that were obtained with the FLIR 

Systems model 1000A thermal infrared imager are shown 

below. The imaging technique used was described in section 

3.2.2 above. In each image the-transmission line conductor 

sample was on the left and the blackbody source on the 

right. The description of each transmission line conductor 

sample can be found in Table 1 above and the design 

specifications for each conductor type are in Appendix B. 

32 
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Figure 10 - De-striped image '^NOVA", sample 1 dark side 

Figure 11 - De-striped image "29NOVB", sample 1 light side 



Figure 12 - De-striped image "29NOVC", sample 2 dark side 

Figure 13 - De-striped image "29NOVD", sample 2 light side 



Figure 14 - De-striped image "29N0VE", sample 3 

Figure 15 - De-striped image "29NOVF", sample 4 



Figure 16 - De-striped image '^NOVC", sample 5 

Figure 17 - De-striped image "SONOVA", sample 6 



Figure 18 - De-striped image "SONOVB", sample 7 

Figure 19 - De-striped image "SONOVC", sample 8 dark side 



Figure 20 - De-striped image "SONOVD", sample 8 light side 

Figure 21 - De-striped image "30NOVE", sample 9 



4.2 Emissivity of Conductor Samples 
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Table 2 lists the measured grey level and temperatures 

that were used to calculate the emissivity of each 

transmission line conductor sample. The conductor sample's 

emissivity was calculated using the blackbody cavity and 

sandblasted stainless steel as references. The emissivity 

of the blackbody was assumed to be 1.0 and the emissivity 

of sandblasted stainless steel (type 303) was assumed to be 

.440 as stated in The Infrared Handbook (1985). 

Using eq. 8 the emissivities were calculated for the 

nine conductor samples including both the dark and light 

sides of samples 1, 2, and 8. The emissivities of the 

conductor samples were found to range from .461 for an 

unused conductor to .959 for a conductor sample that had 

been in service for 30 years. The calculated emissivities 

are given in the second column from the right in Table 2. 

These emissivities were also found to correspond well to 

the visual appearance of the conductor surface, i.e. 

conductors with visually "bright" or highly reflective 

surfaces had low emissivities, and conductors with visually 

"dark" or less reflective surfaces had high emissivities. 
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IMAGE CONDUC. Ebb = 1.000 ESS = = .440 EMIS 
NAME /SIDE GREY LEVEL Tbb Tss Tun Tbk Eun VARIA /SIDE 

bb ss un (C) (C) (C) (C) TION 

29NOVa 1/dark 207 22 203 47.7 48.6 48.3 25.5 0.959 .033 

29NOVb 1/light 189 24 151 47.4 48.5 47.4 20.2 0.876 .079 

29NOVC 2/dark 238 30 163 48.0 49.0 48.4 25.3 0.790 .069 

2 9N0Vd 2/light 204 37 57 47.7 48.7 49.4 25.5 0.485 .121 

29NOVe 3 238 37 101 47.5 48.3 49.0 25.0 0.586 .128 

29NOVf 4 232 37 74 47.6 48.3 47.9 25.4 0.551 .134 

29NOVg 5 232 54 70 47.5 48.4 49.5 25.5 0.461 .137 

3 ONOVa 6 196 38 91 48.5 48.2 48.0 23.7 0.639 .114 

30NOVb 7 221 47 135 48.3 48.1 47.9 23.5 0.735 .101 

3 ONOVc 8/dark 242 33 202 48.3 48.2 45.2 23.6 1.040 .066 

3 ONOVd 8/light 241 51 134 48.6 48.3 47.5 23.6 0.717 .231 

3 ONOVe 9 244 37 44 48.2 47.8 47.2 23.6 0.473 .122 

E., = emissivity of blackbody cavity 
E = emissivity of stainless steel surface 
E®® = emissivity of conductor surface (unknown) 
GET. = grey level of blackbody cavity 
GL = grey level of stainless steel surface 
GLSS = grey level of conductor sample surface. 
T. = temperature in degrees C of blackbody cavity 
T = temperature in degrees C of sandblasted 
ss stainless steel surface 
T = temperature in degrees C of conductor sample 
un surface 
Tbk = temperature in degrees C of background 

Table 2 - Grey level, temperature, and calculated 
emissivities of nine conductor samples. Images taken 
November 29 and 30, 1987. 
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Upon visual inspection of the images, it was noticed 

that the valleys between conductor strands in the conductor 

samples may be acting as "micro blackbodies" which can be 

seen as bright diagonal striped regions in Figure 13. This 

"micro blackbody" effect was explained as multiple 

reflections between strands, which approach the effect of a 

blackbody (Taylor et. al., 1956). The micro blackbodies 

affected the calculated emissivities of the conductor 

samples, yielding an apparent higher emissivity. This 

effect was important in the resultant calculated 

emissivity, but need not be corrected for, since the same 

effect is present when transmission lines are imaged in the 

field. 

4.3 Repeatability of Emissivity Measurements 

The repeatability of emissivity measurements was 

checked by imaging conductor sample #2 (both dark and light 

sides) five times for each side. The images were then 

analysed using the same technique as described in Section 

3.2. Table 3 below lists the statistical information and 

the calculated emissivities. 
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IMAGE CONDUCT. Ebb = 1.000 Ess = .4' 10 EMIS 
NAME /SIDE GREY LEVEL Tbb Tss Tun Tbk Eun VARIA 

bb ss un (C) (C) (C) (C) TION 

22JUNa #2/dark 159 60 96 49.4 49.6 47.9 27.0 .699 .048 

22JUNC #2/dark* 155 72 114 49.5 49.5 48.0 27.5 .783 .046 

23JUNa #2/dark 170 63 102 49.3 49.5 48.1 25.7 .686 .049 

23JUNC #2/dark 137 46 82 49.4 49.5 47.9 27.1 .717 .044 

23JUNe #2/dark 158 63 103 49.4 49.6 47.9 27.5 .735 .047 

22JUNb #2/light 152 48 46 49.2 49.4 46.6 27.0 .499 .102 

22JUNd #2/light 149 52 55 49.2 49.4 47.4 27.6 .509 .082 

23JUNb #2/light 174 68 69 49.0 49.3 47.5 25.9 .487 .116 

23JUNd #2/light 140 50 53 49.1 49.4 46.5 27.2 .536 .094 

23JUNf #2/light 140 47 49 49.1 49.4 46.8 27.7 .521 .093 

* Image 22JUNc was found to be a saturated image and was 
not included in the mean emissivity calculations below. 

Table 3 - Emissivity repeatability. Image data for 
conductor samples #2/dark and #2/light. Images made June 
22 and 23, 1988. 

The mean (JI) emissivity and standard deviation (s) of 

four images for conductor sample #2/dark (excluding 22JUNc) 

and five images for conductor sample #2/light of Table 3 

were calculated. They are: 

#2/dark emissivity = .709 s = .021 

#2/light p. emissivity = .510 s = .019 

This gives an uncertainty of the emissivity for #2/dark of 

+/- 2.96% and an uncertainty for #2/light of +/- 3.73%. 
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The above emissivities agree to within 11.4% for #2/dark 

and 4.9% for #2/light of the emissivity measurements made 

in November 1987 (Table 2). These emissivities are given 

below for the readers convenience. 

29N0Vc #2/dark emissivity = .790 

29N0Vd #2/light emissivity = .485 

4.4 Error Analysis 

The emissivity equation (8) above, was analysed in 

terms of propagation of error. The error in the calculated 

emissivities is approximately the sum of the products of 

the errors in each dimension times the contribution that 

dimension has on the calculated emissivity (Bevington, 

1969) . To achieve this, the partial derivatives of the 

emissivity equation (8) must be evaluated with respect to 

each dimension. The nine dimensions of partial 

differentiation are listed in Table 2 excluding Eun since 

this was the resultant dimension. 

The error of the calculated emissivity was evaluated 

using the following equation which is included in the 

emissivity calculation software (Appendix E). The complete 
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form of the-error equation (9) is given in Appendix C. 

Please note that the third term in equation (9) is the 

error due to the micro-blackbody effect or geometric effect 

and is given in the right-most column of table 5. 

^>Eun &Eun &Eun 
dEun = dGLbb + dGLss + dGLun + 

oGLbb oGLss ^GLun 

^Eun ^Eun , ^Eun <^Eun 
dTbb + dTss + dTun + dTbk + 

oTbb &Tss oTun ^Tbk 

^Eun ^Eun 
dEbb + dEss 

oEbb oEss 
(9) 

The estimated errors for each calculated emissivity is 

listed in the right most column of Tables 2 and 3. In 

Table 2 the errors ranged from .033 to .231 with an average 

error of .111. In Table 3 the errors for sample 2/dark 

ranged from .044 to .049 with an average error of .047 and 

the errors for sample 2/light ranged from .082 to .116 with 

an average error of .097. The following sub-sections in 

this section address the errors and their origins. 
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The errors in the measured grey levels were due to 

changes in surface emissivity, geometry, and noise. The 

errors were approximated as the standard deviation of the 

mean grey level calculations (section 3.2.5). There was 

also a small contribution to the error due to the 

digitization of the FLIRs images. This quantization error 

was +/- .5 GL, which has been ignored. 

4.4.2 Accuracy of Temperature Measurements 

The temperature measurement accuracy of the Elexor 12 

bit A/D unit and thermistors was tested in the following 

way. The thermistors were placed into a vegetable oil bath 

that was allowed to come to thermal equilibrium. The oil 

was agitated and the temperature measured both with the 

Elexor's thermistors and a -30°C to 150°C mercury 

thermometer. This same technique was also used while 

placing the beaker of oil in an ice bath as well as putting 

it in a hot water bath of 60°C and 76°C. In all cases the 

Elexor was found to be within .3C of the mercury 

thermometer (Table 4). 
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MERCURY (°C) 
THERMOMETER 

ELEXOR 
1 

THERMISTOI 
2 

% CHANNELS 
3 

(°c) 
4 

2 0 . 4  2 0 . 6  2 0 . 6  2 0 . 5  2 0 . 7  

h
 • 

o
 0 . 4  0 . 3  0 . 3  0 . 4  

6 0 . 0  6 0 . 0  6 0 . 2  5 9 . 9  6 0 . 1  

7 6 . 0  7 6 . 0  7 6 . 1  

h
 • 

vo 

7 6 . 0  

Table 4 - Thermistor calibration check. 

4.4.3 Accuracy of Known Emissivities 

The emissivities of the blackbody was known to within 

.003 (Bartell, 1978). The emissivity for sandblasted 

stainless steel was known to within .001 (Wolfe, 1985), but 

since there exists the possibility of oxidation of the 

stainless steel this error was set to .003. 

4.5 Linearity of FLIR 1000A 

Two blackbody sources BB1 and BB2, identical to the 

type described in Section 3.1.2, were used in the following 

experiment to model the linearity of the FLIR 1000A. BB1 

was kept at a constant temperature of 50.0 degrees C using 

a heater blanket controlled by a variac set to 30 volts 

A.C. BB2 was heated to temperatures of 40°C, 50°C, and 

60°C, using the Delta oven described in Section 3.2.1. The 
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imaging technique was the same as described in section 

3.2.2. 

The objective of this experiment was to use BB1 as the 

reference for the measurement of the emissivity of BB2s' 

blackbody cavity as was done in the prior emissivity 

experiment (Section 3.2). In this experiment however, the 

blackbody cavity of BB2 was treated as the unknown. 

Equation (8) was re-written substituting blackbody 2 for 

the unknown emissivity (Equation 10). 

E = I^BB2_"_^BBl2i?SS^SS ~_^BK 

BB2 tGLss - glbbihtbb24*6 - tbk4-6] 

!bbi^BB!:!_:^BK!:!i>__ .  +  

[GLSS " GI,BB1 ̂ tTBB2 " TBK ] 

p /m 4.6 m 4.6. 
BB1* BB1 BK ' 
" 476~""""4:6 
BB2 BK 

(10) 

Eight images were taken while the temperature of BB2 

was set at 40°C, 50°C, and 60°C. The emissivity was 

calculated as described in section 3.2.6 and the mean taken 

for the eight images which gave an emissivity of BB2s' 

blackbody cavity equal to 1.001. This implies that the 

FLIR 1000A was linear for a target emissivity of 1.0 over 
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the range of 40°C to 60°C, which covers the temperature range 

used in the measurement of the conductor sample's 

emissivities. Figure 22 is a sample image from this 

experiment. 

Figure 22 - Two blackbodies imaged, 
right BB2. 

On left BB1 and on 

4.6 Saturation of Analog Signal 

The FLIR 1000a was checked for saturation of the analog 

signal. The maximum gain setting of the FLIR was found to 

be dependent on the maximum temperature in the image. An 

Infrared Industries model 101C temperature controlled 
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blackbody source was used in this experiment. 

The temperature of the blackbody source was controlled 

at the temperatures of 40, 50, and 60 degrees C. A piece 

of polystyrene was placed in front of half of the 1 inch 

aperture blackbody cavity while an image was taken. 

Polystyrene is known to have a transmission of 92% +/-2% 

(Dereniak, 1987). The image was then de-striped and the 

mean gray level calculated for each half (uncovered and 

polystyrene covered) of the blackbody cavity aperture. 

When the mean GLs of the two blackbody halves was 

equal, then the image had saturated. This experiment 

showed that the gain must not exceed a setting of 45, to 

avoid image saturation when the image scene includes 

temperatures up to 60°C. This response was attributed to 

saturation of the FLIRs analog detector signal at high 

temperatures and/or high gain settings. 

4.7 Bi-modal Distribution of Emissivitv 

The emissivity results from section 4.2 have been 

combined with the mean emissivities from section 4.3. The 

mean emissivities for sample #2/dark and #2/light of 

section 4.3 are considered to be of higher reliability than 

those found in section 4.2 since they were calculated from 
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a distribution of emissivities. A revised table of 

emissivities is given in Table 5. In the second from the 

left column of this table a percent variation was 

calculated by dividing the emissivity variation by the 

emissivity. The left most column gives the variation in 

the grey level due to the geometric non-uniformity and 

micro-blackbody effect. 

Upon inspection the emissivities can be grouped into a 

bi-modal distribution. The higher (H) emissivities ranging 

from .709 to 1.00 and the lower (L) emissivities ranging 

from .461 to .639. Taking the mean emissivity (jiE) of each 

of these groups gives: 

pER = .839 6"h = .141 

pEL = .537 6"l = .069 

Where 

jiE„ = mean of higher emissivities 
uE- = mean of lower emissivities 
(T, = standard deviation of higher emissivities 
6? = standard deviation of lower emissivities 
L 

These mean emissivities will be considered in the 

feasibility section (Section 5.1). 
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CONDUCTOR 
/SIDE 

CONDUCTOR 
TYPE 

REMARKS CONDUC 
EMIS 

% 
VARIA 
TION 

% 
6E0M. 
ERROR 

#l/dark Thrasher ACSR DC line, H .959 3.4% 2.3% #l/dark 
Celilo-Sylmar 

#1/light If II H .876 9.0% 6.5% 

#2/dark Thrasher ACSR Used H .709 6.6% 2.6% 

#2/light •• •I L .510 19.1% 7.0% 

#3 Thrasher ACSR Used L .586 21.8% 10.0% 

#4 Jefferson AAC New, non- L .551 24.3% 10.2% 
specular 

#5 Bunting ACSR Unused L .461 29.7% 10.7% 

#6 Ibis Unused L .639 17.8% 9.2% 

#7 Penguin ACSR Unused, some H .735 13.7% 7.9% 
dis-coloration 

#8/dark * Penguin ACSR Used, Midway- HI.040 6.3% 4.7% 
Grandview 

#8/light ii II H .717 32.2% 21.0% 

#9 Penguin ACSR Unused L .473 25.8% 8.6% 

* = Image saturation 
L = Lower emissivity 
H = Higher emissivity 

Table 5 - Conductor sample description, final emissivity, 
and percent emissivity error. 



CHAPTER 5 

Summary 

5.1 Feasibility of Temperature Measurement 

In order to make a temperature measurement with a 

thermal infrared imaging system the emissivity of the 

remotely sensed surface must be known. In this thesis it 

was shown that the emissivity of transmission lines varies 

with location and length of service. It was noted that for 

the samples measured there was a bi-modal distribution of 

emissivity (Section 4.7). 

To determine the error in a temperature measurement 

with respect to an uncertainty in assumed emissivity an 

equation for small changes in temperature must be derived. 

To evaluate this, the total radiance for a conductor sample 

L =6E T 4,6 + 671 - E )T..4*6 un un un v un' bk 

52 
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(Eq. 3) was differentiated with respect to the conductor's 

temperature and emissivity, which gave: 

dL = 4.66E T 3,6dT + 6"(T 4,6 - T.,4*6)dE un unun un 1 un bk ' un 

Assuming the radiance remains constant, the partial 

derivative of the total radiance can be set equal to zero 

to give 

4.6E T 3"6dT = -(T 4,6 - T.,4,6)dE un un un * un bk ' un 

Solving for the derivative of conductor temperature (dTun) 

gives 

dT -<Tun"'6 " V'6>dEun 

un ~ 

Solving for dT,^ with respect to dE, . while T „ equals 3 un un un 

50°C, 60°C, and 70°C and Tbk = 25°C. Plotting the error in 

T (dT ) with respect to the error in emissivity (dE,„J un * un' un' 

while dE varies from .01 to .30 for E„_ of .55 and .85 un un 

gives the graph shown in Figure 23. The discrete values of 

this plot are located in Appendix D. 

Figure 23 shows that the error in a temperature 

measurement increases with the uncertainty in an assumed 

emissivity. It can also be seen that as the actual 

emissivity is increased that the error of the temperature 

measurement goes down. Finally, the temperature 

measurement error increases as the temperature of a 

conductor sample increases. 
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In the typical case, if the conductor emissivity is 

.85, the ambient temperature is 25°C, and the conductor 

temperature is 60°C, then an uncertainty in emissivity of 

.15 would give a temperature measurement uncertainty of 

5.11 C (Appendix D, Table D.2). For the worse case, if the 

20.0 70 C 

.55 

.85 
60 C 

O 70 C 

50 C 

60 C 

I— 50 C 

O 
-J-J 

^ 5.0 
O 

dT vs. dE 
0.0 

0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10 

Delta Emissivity 
o.oo 

Figure 23 -Temperature uncertainty verses emissivity 
uncertainty for an ambient temperature of 25 C. 
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conductor emissivity is .55, the ambient temperature is 

25°C, and the conductor temperature is 70°C, then an 

uncertainty in emissivity of .15 would give a temperature 

measurement uncertainty of 9.69°C (Appendix D, Table D.l). 

5.2 Conclusions 

The main purpose of this thesis was to design and 

implement a technique for making remotely sensed emissivity 

measurements with a thermal infrared imaging system. 

Emissivities of the transmission line conductor samples 1 

and 3 through 9 have been measured to within an average 

accuracy of 17.5%, with the worst inaccuracy of 32.2% for 

sample #8/light. The emissivity of sample #2 dark was 

measured to within 6.6% and the emissivity of sample #2 

light was measured to within 19.1%. 

It is recommended that future thermal infrared imaging 

systems incorporate a means to record the ambient 

temperature during image acquisition. This would increase 

the accuracy of temperature measurements and remove one 

piece of information that would normally be entered by the 

operator. 
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Not a through hole 

mill flat 
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Figure A1 - Blackbody layout front view 
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Figure A2 - Blackbody layout side view 



APPENDIX B 

Transmission Line Conductor Design Specifications 

15(712 

U £ DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERI0R-B0NNEV1LLE POWER ADMINISTRATION 

|Q.3« 

8.PA. CAT. NO. 36-0167 

CONDUCTOR ANO ACCESSORIES DATA 

BUNTING 
1,192,500 CM ACS R 
Copper Equivalent:750,000 CM 

JCore: 7 Sleel t I  /6 ) 

^ , r a n d 'n®"{outside: 45 Aluminum (9/15/21) 
Weight per l inear foot: 1.344 pounds 

Rated Strength:32,000 pounds 

130647 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE I N TE RI OR -  BO N N E V I  L LE POWER ADMINISTRATION 

0.T83 

6.PA. CAT. NO. 96-0130 

CONDUCTOR AND ACCESSORIES DATA 

IBIS 
397,500 CM ACSR 
Copper Equivalent: 250,000 CM 

Steel ( I  /6 ) 

26 Aluminum (10/16) 
Weight per l inear foot: 0.5464 pounds 
Ultimate Strength: 16,190 pounds 

uoppcr equivalent, c. 

_.  [Core: 7 i  
Stranding:i 

[Outside: 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY - BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION 

CONDUCTOR AND ACCESSORIES DATA 

1-.600" AAC TW -"JEFFERSON" 
2,406,000 CM AAC 
Copper Equivalent 1,537,000 CM 
Stranding: 7/10/15/20 
Weight per linear foot: 2.281 pounds 
Rated Strength 40, 500 pounds 

3 u 

CONDUCTOR AND ACCESSORIES DATA 

1-.600" AAC TW -"JEFFERSON" 
2,406,000 CM AAC 
Copper Equivalent 1,537,000 CM 
Stranding: 7/10/15/20 
Weight per linear foot: 2.281 pounds 
Rated Strength 40, 500 pounds 

3 u 
-

CONDUCTOR AND ACCESSORIES DATA 

1-.600" AAC TW -"JEFFERSON" 
2,406,000 CM AAC 
Copper Equivalent 1,537,000 CM 
Stranding: 7/10/15/20 
Weight per linear foot: 2.281 pounds 
Rated Strength 40, 500 pounds 

3 u 

CONDUCTOR AND ACCESSORIES DATA 

1-.600" AAC TW -"JEFFERSON" 
2,406,000 CM AAC 
Copper Equivalent 1,537,000 CM 
Stranding: 7/10/15/20 
Weight per linear foot: 2.281 pounds 
Rated Strength 40, 500 pounds BPA CAT. NO.36-0376 OR 36-0377 

CONDUCTOR AND ACCESSORIES DATA 

1-.600" AAC TW -"JEFFERSON" 
2,406,000 CM AAC 
Copper Equivalent 1,537,000 CM 
Stranding: 7/10/15/20 
Weight per linear foot: 2.281 pounds 
Rated Strength 40, 500 pounds 

Figure B1 - Conductor Design Specifications 
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144569 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTER10 R-BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION 

1 I , 
0.H78* jf VjfcV ' 0.197ft* 

SUtl 

B Pt. CAT NO. 36-0129 

CONOUCTOR AND ACCESSORIES DATA 

PENGUIN  
4/0 ACSR 
Copper Equivalent! 2/0 

' Core: I  Steal 

Outside: 6 Aluminum 
Weight per l inear (oat: 0.2911 pounds 

Rated Strength:8,300 pounds 

Stranding: | '  

—< t»af7<*4>4LUM"«UM CONDUCTOR AND ACCESSORIES DATA 

THRASHER 
2,312,000 CM ACSR 
Copper Equivalent: ( ,477,000 CM 
e  .  /Core: 19 Steel (1/6/12) 
Stranding ̂ Q u l s | d e : 7 6  A |u m m u m  (10/16/22/28) 

Weight per l inear foot: 2.S26 pounds 

Rated Strength: 56,700 pounds 

e 
a 
M 
Oi m 

CONDUCTOR AND ACCESSORIES DATA 

THRASHER 
2,312,000 CM ACSR 
Copper Equivalent: ( ,477,000 CM 
e  .  /Core: 19 Steel (1/6/12) 
Stranding ̂ Q u l s | d e : 7 6  A |u m m u m  (10/16/22/28) 

Weight per l inear foot: 2.S26 pounds 

Rated Strength: 56,700 pounds 

e 
a 
M 
Oi m lllr 

CONDUCTOR AND ACCESSORIES DATA 

THRASHER 
2,312,000 CM ACSR 
Copper Equivalent: ( ,477,000 CM 
e  .  /Core: 19 Steel (1/6/12) 
Stranding ̂ Q u l s | d e : 7 6  A |u m m u m  (10/16/22/28) 

Weight per l inear foot: 2.S26 pounds 

Rated Strength: 56,700 pounds 
B * ft CAT ta 9C-0S42 

CONDUCTOR AND ACCESSORIES DATA 

THRASHER 
2,312,000 CM ACSR 
Copper Equivalent: ( ,477,000 CM 
e  .  /Core: 19 Steel (1/6/12) 
Stranding ̂ Q u l s | d e : 7 6  A |u m m u m  (10/16/22/28) 

Weight per l inear foot: 2.S26 pounds 

Rated Strength: 56,700 pounds 

Figure B2 - Conductor Design Specifications 



APPENDIX C 

Ecmation of Emissivitv Error 

[GLun - GLbb][GLss - GLbb] 
dEun = dGLbb t-t t-jt—=- + 

{[GLss - GLbb][Tun - Tbk ]} 

[Tun4 *6-Tbk4*6]{Ess[Tss4 * 6-Tbk4 *6]-Ebb[Tbb4 * 6-Tbk4 *6]} 
dGLbb t-£ T-r—r 

{[GLss - GLbb][Tun - Tbk**0]}^ 

-[GLun - GLbb] 
+ dGLss •= T-r j-t x 

[GLss - GLbb] [Tun * - Tbk ] 

Ess[Tss4*6 - Tbk4,6] - Ebb[Tbb4*6 - Tbk4*6] 

[GLss - GLbb]2[Tun4,6 - Tbk4,6] 

Ess[Tss4*6 - Tbk4,6] - Ebb[Tbb4*6 - Tbk4*6] 
dGLun j-t t-t—~ + 

{[GLss - GLbb][Tun - Tbk** ]} 

4.6EbbTbb3 *6[GLun - GLbb] 
dTbb T-fi + 

[GLss - GLbb][Tun - Tbk ] 

4.6EbbTbb3*6 4.6EssTss3 *6 

[Tun4*6 - Tbk4,6] [GLss - GLbb][Tun4*6 - Tbk4*6] 

-4.6Tun3 *6[GLun - GLbb] 
+ dTun j—2 7-7-5 + 

[GLss - GLbb][Tun * - Tbk**D]z 
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-4.6Tun {Ess[Tss - Tbk4,6] - Ebb[Tbb4*6 - Tbk *6]} 
dTun t-t 7~«~5 

[GLss - GLbb][Tun* * ° - Tbk* ] 

-4.6Tun3*6Ebb[Tbb4*6 - Tbk4*6] 
+ dTun j—T 7~c~n + 

[Tun4*6 - Tbk4,6]2 

4.6Tbk3*6[GLss - GLbb][Tun4 *6 - Tbk4 *6] 
d T b k - - - - — - — +  

{[GLss - GLbb][Tun4*6 - Tbk4*6]}2 

4.6Tbk3*6[GLun - GLbb][Ebb - Ess] 
dTbk t-z t-t—•= + dTbk * 

{[GLss - GLbb][Tun * - Tbk*,0]}z 

4.6Tbk3*6[GLun-GLbb]{Ess[Tss4 * 6-Tbk4*6]-Ebb[Tbb4 * 6-Tbk4* 6]} 

[GLss - GLbb][Tun4*6 - Tbk4*6]2 

[GLun - GLbb][Tbb4*6 - Tbk4*6] 
+ dEbb t-- j-z- + 

[GLss - GLbb][Tun * - Tbk ] 

[Tbb - Tbk4*6] [GLun-GLbb][Tss 6-Tbk4*] 
dEbb 2~eT + dEss Z~fi~ 

[Tun - Tbk4*0] [GLss - GLbb][Tun ° - Tbk**°] 



APPENDIX D 

Table of Delta Temperature verses Delta Emissivitv 

dEun dTunl dTun2 dTun3 
50 C 60 C 70 C 

.01 0.40 0.53 0.65 

.02 0.79 1.05 1.29 

.03 1.19 1.58 1.94 

.04 1.58 2.11 2.58 

.05 1.98 2.63 3.23 

.06 2.37 3.16 3.87 

.07 2.77 3.69 4.52 

.08 3.16 4.21 5.17 

.09 3.56 4.74 5.81 

.10 3.95 5.26 6.46 

.11 4.35 5.79 7.10 

.12 4.74 6.32 7.75 

.13 5.14 6.84 8.40 

.14 5.53 7.37 9.04 

.15 5.93 7.90 9.69 

.16 6.33 8.42 10.33 

.17 6.72 8.95 10.98 

.18 7.12 9.48 11.62 

.19 7.51 10.00 12.27 

.20 7.91 10.53 12.92 

.21 8.30 11.06 13.56 

.22 8.70 11.58 14.21 

.23 9.09 12.11 14.85 

.24 9.49 12.64 15.50 

.25 9.88 13.16 16.15 

.26 10.28 13.69 16.79 

.27 10.67 14.22 17.44 

.28 11.07 14.74 18.08 

.29 11.46 15.27 18.73 

.30 11.86 15.79 19.37 

Table D.l - Error in temperature verses error in 
emissivity. Assumed emissivity = .55 and ambient 
temperature = 25.0. 
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!un dTunl dTun2 dTun3 
50 C 60 C 70 C 

01 0.26 0.34 0.42 
02 0.51 0.68 0.84 
03 0.77 1.02 1.25 
04 1.02 1.36 1.67 
05 1.28 1.70 2.09 
06 1.53 2.04 2.51 
07 1.79 2.38 2.93 
08 2.05 2.73 3.34 
09 2.30 3.07 3.76 
10 2.56 3.41 4.18 
11 2.81 3.75 4.60 
12 3.07 4.09 5.01 
13 3.33 4.43 5.43 
14 3.58 4.77 5.85 
15 3.84 5.11 6.27 
16 4.09 5.45 6.69 
17 4.35 5.79 7.10 
18 4.60 6.13 7.52 
19 4.86 6.47 7.94 
20 5.12 6.81 8.36 
21 5.37 7.15 8.78 
22 5.63 7.49 9.19 
23 5.88 7.84 9.61 
24 6.14 8.18 10.03 
25 6.40 8.52 10.45 
26 6.65 8.86 10.86 
27 6.91 9.20 11.28 
28 7.16 9.54 11.70 
29 7.42 9.88 12.12 
30 7.67 10.22 12.54 

Table D.2 - Error in temperature verses error in 
emissivity. Assumed emissivity = .85 and ambient 
temperature = 25.0. 



APPENDIX E 

Emissivitv Computation Software 

'EMISSIVITY CALCULATIONS last revised: 12 July 1988 
'By: Victor J. Banta first created 2 Mar. 1988 
'For Bonneville Power Administration 

********* INITIALIZE COMPUTER ******** 

'Data variables. 
DIM TEMPun(lOO), TEMPbp(100), TEMPbb(lOO), TEMPss(lOO) 
DIM TEMPbk(lOO) 
DIM GLun(lOO), GLbp(lOO), GLbb(lOO), GLss(lOO) 
DIM IMAGEname$(100), COMMENTS$(100) 
DIM EMISVTYunl(100), EMISVTYun2(100), EMISVTYun3(100) 
DIM EMISVTYun4(100) 
DIM EMISVTYun5(100), EMISVTYun6(100), EMISVTYun7(100) 

'Error variables. 
DIM deltaTEMPbb, deltaTEMPss, deltaTEMPun, deltaTEMPbk 
DIM deltaGLbb(lOO), deltaGLss(100), deltaGLun(lOO) 
DIM deltaEMISVTYbb, deltaEMISVTYss 
DIM deltaEMISVTYun5(100) 

'Partial derivative variables. 
DIM wrtGLbb(lOO) , wrtGLss(lOO), wrtGLun(lOO) 
DIM wrtTbb(lOO), wrtTss(lOO), wrtTun(lOO), wrtTbk(lOO) 
DIM wrtEMISVTYbb(lOO), wrtEMISVTYss(100) 

CLOSE 'Close all read and write file ports 
GOSUB READMEMORY.COM 'Read dynamic memory 

'############## MAIN PROGRAM ############### 

IMAGEtotal = 0 
'Initialize temperature error. 
deltaTEMPbb = .3 
deltaTEMPss = .3 
deltaTEMPun = .3 
deltaTEMPbk = .3 
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'Initialize emissivity error. 
deltaEMISVTYbb = .003 
deltaEMISVTYss = .003 

SELECTagain: 'JUMP HERE IF INCORRECT "CHOICE" 

PRINT 
PRINT " SELECT the NUMBER corresponding to the"; 
PRINT " OPERATION you want:" 
PRINT "0 = QUIT" 
PRINT "1 = PRINT data from MEMORY to screen" 
PRINT "2 = ENTER new data" 
PRINT "3 = CHANGE known emissivity values and/or"; 
PRINT 11 temperature power" 
PRINT "4 = WRITE data to file" 
PRINT "5 = READ data file & PRINT to screen" 
PRINT "6 = SET IBM's Time & Date ", TIME$, DATE$ 
PRINT "7 = CHANGE data point (error upon entry)" 
PRINT "8 = PRINT data from MEMORY to printer" 
PRINT "9 = PRINT data from MEMORY to '"; READname$; 
PRINT ".WP5' file" 
INPUT "0 TO 9 ?", Choice 

SELECT CASE Choice 
CASE 0 'QUIT 
GOSUB STOREmemory.COM 'Store DYNAMIC MEMORY 
GOSUB DATASAVED.COM 
GOSUB END.COM 

CASE 1 'PRINT DATA FROM MEMORY TO SCREEN 
GOSUB SCREENprint 
GOTO SELECTagain 

CASE 2 'ENTER new data 
IMAGEtotal = IMAGEtotal + 1 
image = IMAGEtotal 
GOSUB ENTERdata.COM 
GOSUB CALCemissivityl.COM 
GOSUB CALCemissivity2.COM 
GOSUB CALCpartials.com 
GOSUB CALCerror.com 
GOSUB PRINTdataPOINT.COM 
GOSUB STOREmemory.COM 'Store DYNAMIC MEMORY 
GOTO SELECTagain 
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CASE 3 'CHANGE emissivity values and/or temperature power 
GOSUB SETemissivity.COM 
GOSUB CALCallEMISVTYS.COM 
GOSUB STOREmemory.COM 'Store DYNAMIC MEMORY 
GOSUB SCREENprint 
GOTO SELECTagain 

CASE 4 'WRITE DATA TO FILE 
GOSUB WRITEfile.COM 
GOSUB WRITEerror.COM 
GOTO SELECTagain 

CASE 5 'READ DATA FILE AND PRINT 
GOSUB READfile.COM 
GOSUB READerror.COM 
GOSUB CALCallEMISVTYS.COM 
GOSUB SCREENprint 
GOTO SELECTagain 

CASE 6 'SET TIME AND DATE 
GOSUB IBMtime.COM 
GOSUB IBMdate.COM 
GOTO SELECTagain 

CASE 7 'CHANGE data point (error upon entry) 
GOSUB SELECTdataPOINT.COM 
GOSUB ENTERdata.COM 
GOSUB CALCemissivityl.COM 
GOSUB CALCemissivity2.COM 
GOSUB CALCpartials.com 
GOSUB CALCerror.com 
GOSUB PRINTdataPOINT.COM 
GOTO SELECTagain 

CASE 8 'PRINT data from MEMORY to printer 
GOSUB PRINTERout.COM 
GOTO SELECTagain 

CASE 9 'PRINT data from MEMORY to l,READname$.WP5" file 
IF READname$ = "" THEN 
PRINT "You must READ a file in first" 
BEEP 
GOTO SELECTagain 

END IF 
GOSUB FILEprint.COM 
GOTO SELECTagain 
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CASE ELSE 
PRINT "INVALID SELECTION, TRY AGAIN." 
SOUND 500, 18.2 * .5 
SOUND 3000, 18.2 * .1 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * 1 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .1 
GOTO SELECTagain 

END SELECT 

END 'MAIN 

'############### SUBROUTINES ################ 

*********** CALC all EMISVTYS ********** 
CALCallEMISVTYS.COM: 
' This routine calculates all emissivities for the data 
'stored in the arrays. 

FOR image = 1 TO IMAGEtotal 
GOSUB CALCemissivityl.COM 
GOSUB CALCemissivity2.COM 
GOSUB CALCpartials.com 
GOSUB CALCerror.com 

NEXT image 

RETURN 'CALC all EMISVTYS 

*********** CALC EMISSIVITY 1 ********** 
CALCemissivityl.COM: 
' This routine will calculate the emissivity of an 
'unknown conductor sample using measured grey levels and 
'temperatures. Equations derived from 4 equations (see 22 
'Jan. to 14 Mar. 1988), now known to be erroneous (4 May 
'1988). 

' TEMPpower =4.6 'Power the temperature is raised too. 

'Convert temperatures to degrees K. 
TEMPbbK = TEMPbb(image) + 273 
TEMPbkK = TEMPbk(image) + 273 
TEMPbpK = TEMPbp(image) +273 
TEMPssK = TEMPss(image) + 273 
TEMPunK = TEMPun(image) +273 
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STEPO = (TEMPbbK A TEMPpower - TEMPbkK A TEMPpower) 

STEP1 = STEPO/(TEMPunK A TEMPpower - TEMPbkK A TEMPpower) 

STEP2=(GLbb(image)-GLun(image))/(GLss(image)-GLbp(image)) 

STEP3 = EMISVTYss*(TEMPssKATEMPpower-TEMPbkKATEMPpower) 

STEP4 = EMISVTYbp*(TEMPbpKATEMPpower-TEMPbkKATEMPpower) 

STEP5 = (TEMPunK A TEMPpower - TEMPbkK A TEMPpower) 

STEP6=(GLun(image)-GLbp(image))/(GLss(image)-GLbb(image)) 

'From VJB "E2" 22 Jan. 1988 
'Called "Evjb" on print-out 
EMISVTYunl(image) = 1 + ((EMISVTYbp - EMISVTYss) * STEP2) 

'From H.P. "EMSVTY2" 21 Jan. 1988 
'Called HEhp2" on print-out 
EMISVTYun2(image) = EMISVTYbp + ((EMISVTYss - 1) * STEP6) 

'Emissivity including temperature data, from 28 Feb. 1988 
'Called "EunT" on print-out 
EMISVTYun3(image) = STEP1 - (STEP2 * (STEP3-STEP4)/STEP5) 

'Calculations for "EunT2" 
STEP7 = (TEMPbpK A TEMPpower - TEMPbkK A TEMPpower) 

STEP8 = (TEMPunK A TEMPpower - TEMPbkK A TEMPpower) 

STEP9 = STEP7 / STEP8 

STEP9B = (GLun(image)-GLbp(image)) 

STEP10 = STEP9B / (GLss(image)-GLbb(image)) 

STEP11 = (TEMPssK A TEMPpower-TEMPbkK A TEMPpower)/STEP8 

STEP12 = (TEMPbbK A TEMPpower-TEMPbkK A TEMPpower)/STEP8 

STEP13 = (EMISVTYss * STEP11) - STEP12 

'Emissivity including temperature data, from 14 Mar. 1988 
'Called "EuT2" on print-out 
EMISVTYun4(image) = (EMISVTYbp * STEP9)+(STEP10 * STEP13) 

RETURN 'CALC EMISSIVITY1 
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*********** CALC EMISSIVITY 2 ********** 
CALCemissivity2.COM: 
' This routine will calculate the emissivity of an 
'unknown conductor sample using measured grey levels and 
'temperatures. Equations derived from 3 equations on 4 May 
'1988. 

' TEMPpower =4.6 'Power the temperature is raised too. 

'Convert temperatures to degrees K. 
TEMPbbK = TEMPbb(image) + 273 
TEMPbkK = TEMPbk(image) + 273 
TEMPbpK = TEMPbp(image) + 273 
TEMPssK = TEMPss(image) + 273 
TEMPunK = TEMPun(image) + 273 

STEPO = (TEMPbbK A TEMPpower - TEMPbkK A TEMPpower) 

STEP1 = STEPO / (TEMPunK A TEMPpower - TEMPbkK A TEMPpower) 

STEP2=(GLun(image)-GLbb(image))/(GLss(image)-GLbb(image)) 

STEP3 = EMISVTYss*(TEMPssKATEMPpower-TEMPbkKATEMPpower) 

STEP4 = EMISVTYbp*(TEMPbpKATEMPpower-TEMPbkKATEMPpower) 

STEP5 = (TEMPunK A TEMPpower - TEMPbkK A TEMPpower) 

STEP6 = EMISVTYbb * STEPO 

STEP7 = STEP3 - STEP6 

STEP8 = EMISVTYbb * STEP1 

'Emissivity including temperature data, from 4 May 1988 
'Called "EunSS" on print-out 
EMISVTYun5(image) = ((STEP2 * STEP7) / STEP5) + STEP8 

STEP9=(GLun(image)-GLbb(image))/(GLbp(image)-GLbb(image)) 

STEP10 = EMISVTYbb * STEPO 

STEP11 = STEP9 * (STEP4 - STEP6) / STEP5 
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'Emissivity including temperature data, from 4 May 1988. 
'Called "EunBP" on print-out. 
EMISVTYun6(image) = STEP11 + (STEP10 / STEP5) 

'Emissivity with Tss = Tbb = Tun, from 4 June 1988. 
'Called llEunT=" on print-out. 
EMISVTYun7(image) = STEP2*(EMISVTYss-EMISVTYbb)+EMISVTYbb 

RETURN 'CALC EMISSIVITY2 

r  * * * * * * * * * *  C A L C  P A R T I A L S  * * * * * * * * * *  
CALCpartials.com: 
' Calculate the partial derivatives with respect to 
'each variable. 

'Convert temperatures to degrees K. 
TEMPbbK = TEMPbb(image) + 273 
TEMPssK = TEMPss(image) + 273 
TEMPunK = TEMPun(image) + 273 
TEMPbkK = TEMPbk(image) + 273 

eqA = GLun(image) - GLbb(image) 

eqB = TEMPssK A TEMPpower - TEMPbkK A TEMPpower 

eqC = TEMPbbK A TEMPpower - TEMPbkK A TEMPpower 

eqD = 6Lss(image) - GLbb(image) 

eqE = TEMPunK A TEMPpower - TEMPbkK A TEMPpower 

eqH = EMISVTYss * eqB - EMISVTYbb * eqC 

eql = eqD * eqE 

eqJ = eqA * eqH 

'Calculate partial differential equations. 
wrtGLbb(image) = eqH * eqE * (eqA - eqD) / (eql A 2) 

wrt6Lss(image) = -eqJ / (eqD * eql) 

wrtGLun(image) = eqH / eql 

eqK = 4.6 * EMISVTYbb * TEMPbbK A 3.6 

wrtTbb(image) = eqK * (eqA / eql + eqE A -1) 
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wrtTss(image) = (4.6*EMISVTYss*eqA * TEMPssK A 3.6) / eql 

wrtTunl = -4.6 * TEMPun A 3.6 / eqE A 2 

wrtTun(image) = wrtTunl * (eqJ / eqD + EMISVTYbb * eqC) 

eqL = EMISVTYbb - EMISVTYss 

wrtTbkl = (eqA * eql * eqL + eqJ * eqD) / eql A 2 

wrtTbk2 = (EMISVTYbb * (eqF * eqE) / eqE A 2) 

wrtTbk(image) = 4.6 * TEMPbkK A 3.6 * (wrtTbkl + wrtTbk2) 

wrtEMISVTYbb(image) = eqC / eqE * ((eqA / eqD) + 1) 

wrtEMISVTYss(image) = eqA * eqB / eql 

RETURN 'CALC PARTIALS 

*********** CALC ERROR ********** 
CALCerror.com: 
'Calculate the error in each emissivity calculation. 

'Error variables. 
' deltaTEMPbb, deltaTEMPss, deltaTEMPun, deltaTEMPbk 
' deltaGLbb(image), deltaGLss(image), deltaGLun(image) 
' deltaEMISVTYbb, deltaEMISVTYss 
' deltaEMISVTYun5(image) 

'Convert temperatures to degrees K. 
TEMPbbK = TEMPbb(image) + 273 
TEMPssK = TEMPss(image) + 273 
TEMPunK = TEMPun(image) +273 
TEMPbkK = TEMPbk(image) + 273 

stepA = deltaGLbb(image) * wrtGLbb(image) 

stepB = deltaGLss(image) * wrtGLss(image) 

stepC = deltaGLun(image) * wrtGLun(image) 

stepD = deltaTEMPbb * wrtTbb(image) 

stepE = deltaTEMPss * wrtTss(image) 

stepF = deltaTEMPun * wrtTun(image) 
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stepG = deltaTEMPbk * wrtTbk(image) 

stepH = deltaEMISVTYbb * wrtEMISVTYbb(image) 

stepl = deltaEMISVTYss * wrtEMISVTYss(image) 

'Calculate error for emissivity calculations. 
stepJ = stepA + stepB + stepC + stepD + stepE 

deltaEMISVTYunS(image) = stepJ+stepF+stepG+stepH+stepI 

RETURN 'CALC ERROR 

*********** ENTER DATA ********** 
ENTERdata.COM: 
' This routine will enter new grey level and temperature 
'data for an image. Data are referenced by an array 
'variable "image". 

PRINT 
PRINT "Entering data for image number "; image 
PRINT " 8> <" 
INPUT "Image name? (8 char.)", IMAGEname$(image) 
PRINT IMAGEname$(image) 
WHILE LEN(IMAGEname$(image)) < 8 'Make name 8 char long. 
IMAGEname$(image) = IMAGEname$(image) + " " 

WEND 

PRINT " 20>"; 
PRINT " <" 
INPUT "Mage COMMENT (20 char)?", C0MMENTS$(image) 
PRINT IMAGEname$(image); " >"; COMMENTS$(image) 
WHILE LEN(C0MMENTS$(image)) < 20 'Comment 20 char long. 
COMMENTS$(image) = COMMENTS$(image) + " " 

WEND 

'INPUT "What is the measured BLACK PAINT GL ?", GLbp(IMAGE) 
'PRINT GLbp(image) 
GLbp(image) = 0 'Enter zero for storage files. 

INPUT "What is the GL of the BLACKBODY ?", GLbb(image) 
PRINT GLbb(image) 
INPUT "What is GL of the STAINLESS STEEL ?", GLss(image) 
PRINT GLss(image) 
INPUT "What is the GL of the UNKNOWN ?", GLun(image) 
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PRINT GLun(image) 

' INPUT "BLACK PAINT TEMPERATURE (deg C)?", TEMPbp(IMAGE) 
' PRINT TEMPbp(IMAGE) 

TEMPbp(image) = 0! 'Enter zero for storage files. 
INPUT "BLACKBODY temperature (deg C)?", TEMPbb(image) 
PRINT TEMPbb(image) 
INPUT "STAINLESS STEEL temp (deg C)?", TEMPss(image) 
PRINT TEMPss(image) 
INPUT "UNKNOWNS' temperature (deg C)?", TEMPun(image) 
PRINT TEMPun(image) 
INPUT "BACKGROUND temperature (deg C)?", TEMPbk(image) 
PRINT TEMPbk(image) 

RETURN 'ENTER DATA 

*********** SELECT DATA POINT ********* 
SELECTdataPOINT.COM: 
' This routine will allow the user to select a data 
'point to be changed by ENTERDATA.COM 

retry: 

FOR index = 1 TO IMAGEtotal 
PRINT USING "##&&"; index; IMAGEname$(index) 

NEXT index 

INPUT "CHANGE data of which image ?", image 
PRINT image 
PRINT 
PRINT "Changing data for IMAGE # "; image; 
PRINT ", "; IMAGEname$(image) 
GOSUB PRINTdataPOINT.COM 

INPUT "Is this the correct IMAGE ?"; correct$ 
IF (correct$="n" OR correct$="N" OR correct$ = " 11) THEN 
GOTO retry: 

END IF 

IF (image > IMAGEtotal OR image < 1) THEN 
PRINT "INVALID SELECTION . . . TRY AGAIN" 
PRINT 
BEEP 
GOSUB SCREENprint 
GOTO retry: 

END IF 

RETURN 'SELECT data POINT 
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*********** SET EMISSIVITY ********** 
SETemissivity.CQM: t 

'This routine allow the constant emissivities to be changed 

PRINT 
PRINT "The EMISSIVITY of STAINLESS STEEL is "; EMISVTYss 
PRINT 
INPUT "Change the EMISSIVITY of STAINLESS STEEL ?", SET$ 
IF (SET$ = "Y" OR SET$ = "y") THEN 
INPUT "New EMISSIVITY of STAINLESS STEEL ?", EMISVTYss 
PRINT "EMISSIVITY of STAINLESS STEEL = ", EMISVTYss 

END IF 

' PRINT 
' PRINT "The EMISSIVITY of BLACK PAINT was "; EMISVTYbp 
' PRINT 
' INPUT "Change the EMISSIVITY of BLACK PAINT ?", SET$ 
' IF (SET$ = "Y" OR SET$ = "y") THEN 
' INPUT "New EMISSIVITY of BLACK PAINT ?", EMISVTYbp 
' PRINT "EMISSIVITY of BLACK PAINT = ", EMISVTYbp 
' END IF 

PRINT 
PRINT "The EMISSIVITY of the BLACKBODY was "; EMISVTYbb 
PRINT 

INPUT "Change the EMISSIVITY Of the BLACKBODY ?", SET$ 
IF (SET$ = "Y" OR SET$ = "y") THEN 
PRINT 
PRINT "THIS CHANGES THE CALCULATIONS FOR EunSS" 
BEEP 
INPUT "New EMISSIVITY of the BLACKBODY ?", EMISVTYbb 
PRINT "EMISSIVITY of the BLACKBODY = ", EMISVTYbb 

END IF 

PRINT 
PRINT "TEMPERATURE POWER = "; TEMPpower; " (4.6)" 
PRINT 
INPUT "Change the TEMPERATURE POWER ?", SET$ 
IF (SET$ = "Y" OR SET$ = "y") THEN 
INPUT "New TEMPERATURE POWER (4.6) ?", TEMPpower 
PRINT "TEMPERATURE POWER = ", TEMPpower 

END IF 

PRINT 
PRINT "The TOTAL NUMBER of IMAGES is IMAGEtotal 
PRINT 

RETURN 'SET EMISSIVITY 
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*********** PRINT DATA POINT ********** 
PRINTdataPOINT.COM: 
'This routine will allow the print-out of one data point. 

GOSUB PRINTHEADER.COM 
'Print formatted data point. 
GOSUB PRINTDATA.COM 

RETURN 'PRINT DATA POINT 

*********** SCREEN PRINT ********** 
SCREENprint: 
'Print image emissivity data to the screen. 

GOSUB PRINTHEADER.COM 

FOR image = 1 TO IMAGEtotal 
'Print formatted data. 
GOSUB PRINTDATA.COM 

IF image MOD 20 = 0 THEN 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * 1.5 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .5 

END IF 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .4 'Delay between printing line. 

NEXT image 

PRINT "Number of images = 11; image - 1; 
PRINT 11, file name = 11; READname$ 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * 4 
BEEP 

RETURN 'SCREEN PRINT 

*********** PRINT HEADER ********** 
PRINTHEADER.COM: 
'Print data header to the screen. 

PRINT 
PRINT USING "&#.###"; "|IMAGE |Ebb="; EMISVTYbb; 
PRINT USING "&#.###"; " Ess="; EMISVTYss; 
PRINT USING »&"; " "; 
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PRINT USING "Temp, power = TEMPpower; 
PRINT USING "&"? " | error|" 

PRINT "|NAME I COMMENTS |GLbb|GLss|GLun|"; 
PRINT " Tbb| Tss| Tun[ Tbk| EunSS| Eun |" 

PRINT "| | 1 |"; 
PRINT " 

RETURN 'PRINT HEADER 

*********** PRINT DATA ********** 
PRINTDATA.COM: 
'Print data point out to screen. 

PRINT USING "&&&••; "IMAGEname$(image); 
PRINT USING COMMENTS $ (image); " |"; 
PRINT USING " ###&"; GLbb(image); " 
PRINT USING •'### GLss (image); " 
PRINT USING "### GLun(image); " 

PRINT USING •'##.#&»; TEMPbb(image) ; " 
PRINT USING "##.#&"; TEMPss(image); " 
PRINT USING "##.#&••; TEMPun(image) ; " 
PRINT USING ••##.#&"; TEMPbk(image) ; " 

PRINT USING ".###&"; EMISVTYun2(IMAGE); "|"; 
PRINT USING "#.###&"; EMISVTYun3(IMAGE); " 
PRINT USING "#.###&"; EMISVTYun4(IMAGE); « 
PRINT USING "##.###&"; EMISVTYun5(image); " 
PRINT USING ".###&»; deltaEMISVTYun5(image); 
PRINT USING "##.###»; EMISVTYun6(IMAGE) 
PRINT USING "##.###&"; EMISVTYun7(image); "|" 

I" 

RETURN 'PRINT DATA 

*********** FILE PRINT ********** 
FILEprint.COM: 
' Print image emissivity data to file of same name as 
',,READname$H with extension ".WP5M. This is for 
'Word Perfect insertion. 

OPEN "A:\" + READname$ + ".wp5" FOR OUTPUT AS #3 

GOSUB FILEprintHEADER.COM 
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FOR image = 1 TO IMAGEtotal 
'Print formatted data. 
GOSUB FILEprintDATA.COM 

NEXT image 

PRINT #3, "Number of images = image - 1; 
PRINT #3, file name = 11; READname$ 

CLOSE #3 
BEEP 

RETURN 'FILE PRINT 

********** FILE PRINT 
FILEprintHEADER.COM: 
'Print data header to ".WPS" file. 

HEADER ********** 

PRINT #3, USING "&#.###"; "|IMAGE |Ebb="; EMISVTYbb; 
PRINT #3, USING "&#.###"; •' Ess="; EMISVTYss; 
PRINT #3, USING "&»; •• ii • 

f 

PRINT #3, USING ii | error |11 

PRINT #3, " | NAME COMMENTS GLbb1GLss1GLun1"; 
PRINT #3, " Tbb | Tss Tun| Tbk| Eun Eun |« 

PRINT #3, "1 I " ;  
PRINT #3, II ii 

RETURN 'FILE PRINT HEADER 

*********** FILE PRINT 
FILEprintDATA.COM: 
'Print data point to ".WPS" file. 

D A T A  ********** 

PRINT #3, "| 
PRINT #3, 11 | 

PRINT #3, USING 
PRINT #3, USING 
PRINT #3, USING 
PRINT #3, USING 
PRINT #3, USING 

|»; 

'&&&"; " | ; IMAGEname$ (image) ; 111 "; 
LEFT$(C0MMENTS$(image), 16); 

###&"; GLbb(image); " 
•### &M; GLss(image); " 
'### &"f GLun(image); " 

, USING " # # •  #&"; TEMPbb(image); " II • t 
, USING "## .  #&"; TEMPss(image); " II • 9 
, USING "## .  #&"; TEMPun(image); " II • / 
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PRINT #3, USING "##.#&"; TEMPbk(image); "|"; 

PRINT #3, USING "##. ###&"? EMISVTYun5 (image) ; "| " ; 
PRINT #3, USING ".###&"; deltaEMISVTYunS(image); " |" 

' PRINT #3, USING "##.###&"; EMISVTYun7(image); "|" 

RETURN 'FILE PRINT DATA 

*********** PRINTER OUT ********** 
PRINTERout.COM: 
'Print image emissivity data to the printer. 
GOSUB LPRINTheader.COM 

FOR image = 1 TO IMAGEtotal 
'Line print formatted data. 
GOSUB LPRINTdata.COM 

IF image MOD 25 = 0 THEN 
LPRINT CHR$(12) ' FORM FEED 
GOSUB LPRINTheader.COM •'PRINT HEADER. 

END IF 
NEXT image 

LPRINT "Number of images = "; image - 1; 
LPRINT 11, file name = READname$ 
LPRINT CHR$(12) 'FORM FEED 
BEEP 

RETURN 'PRINTER OUT 

*********** L PRINT HEADER ********** 
LPRINTheader.COM: 
'Print data header to the printer. 

LPRINT 11 Time printed: 11; 
LPRINT TIME$; " "; DATE$ 
LPRINT 

LPRINT USING "&#.###"; »|IMAGE |Ebb="; EMISVTYbb; 
LPRINT USING "&#.###"; " Ess="; EMISVTYss; 
LPRINT USING ; 
LPRINT USING "Temp, power = "; TEMPpower; 
LPRINT USING " | error|" 

LPRINT "|NAME 
LPRINT " Tbb| Tss 

COMMENTS |GLbb|GLss|GLun|"; 
Tun| Tbk| Eun | Eun |" 
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LPRINT "| 
LPRINT " 

RETURN 'LPRINT HEADER 

********** *********** L PRINT DATA 
LPRINTdata.COM: 
'Print data point out to printer. 

'&&&••; " |11; IMAGEname$ (image); 
&"; COMMENTS$(image 
###&"; GLbb(image); 

LPRINT USING 
LPRINT USING 
LPRINT USING " ###& 
LPRINT USING "### & 
LPRINT USING "### & 

LPRINT USING "##.#& 
LPRINT USING "##.#& 
LPRINT USING "##.#& 
LPRINT USING "##.#& 

• II II • 
9 

II II 
II II 
II II 

• II II • 
9 r 

• II II • 
9 9 

• II II • 
9 9 

• II II • 
9 t 

1PRINT 
1PRINT 
1PRINT 
LPRINT 
LPRINT 
LPRINT 
1PRINT 
LPRINT 

USING 
USING 
USING 
USING 
USING 
USING 
USING 
USING 

'.###&"; 
•#.###&" 
"#.###&" 
•##.###& 
•##.###& 
'». ###&"; 
'•##.###" 
"##.###& 

II I II . 

III II 
II 
II 

EMISVTYun2(IMAGE); 
; EMISVTYun3(IMAGE); 
; EMISVTYun4(IMAGE); 

EMISVTYun5(image); " 
; EMISVTYunS(image); " 
deltaEMISVTYunS(image) 
EMISVTYun6(IMAGE) 
; EMISVTYun7(image)? " 

9 

II 

I" 

RETURN 'LPRINT DATA 

*********** E N D  ********** 
END.COM: 
'Stop the program. 

GOTO LOOPY 
FOR I = 1000 TO 330 STEP -5 
SOUND I, I / 1000 

NEXT I 

FOR I = 330 TO 1000 STEP 10 
X = I + (50 * SIN((I / 80) * 6.14)) 
SOUND X, I / 1000 

NEXT I 
LOOPY: 
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FOR I = 1000 TO 440 STEP -15 
X = I + (50 * SIN((I / 80) * 6.14)) 
SOUND X, I / 1000 

NEXT I 

SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .2 
FOR I = 1 TO 30 STEP 12 
NOTE = 100 
X = NOTE + I '(50*SIN((1/80)*6.14)) 
SOUND X, 18.2 * .05 '1/1000 

NEXT I 
' SOUND 30000,18.2*.51 
' SOUND 150,18.2*.2 
' SOUND 30000,18.2*.1 
' SOUND 100,18.2*.2 

'STOP program execution. 
RETURN 'END 

'############# FILE MANAGERS ############# 

*********** READ FILE ********** 
READfile.COM: 
'THIS ROUTINE WILL READ A DATA FILE FROM THE DISK A. 

PRINT 
INPUT "What FILE NAME do you want to READ?", READname$ 
DIR$ = "A:\QB_FILES\EMIS_DAT\" 
OPEN DIR$+READname$+".DAT" FOR INPUT AS #2 

INPUT #2, EMISVTYss, EMISVTYbp, EMISVTYbb 
INPUT #2, IMAGEtotal, TEMPpower 

PRINT 
PRINT "The EMISSIVITY of STAINLESS STEEL was EMISVTYss 

' PRINT 
' PRINT "The EMISSIVITY of BLACK PAINT was "; EMISVTYbp 

PRINT 
PRINT "The EMISSIVITY of the BLACKBODY was "; EMISVTYbb 
PRINT 
PRINT "The TOTAL NUMBER of IMAGES was "; IMAGEtotal 
PRINT 
PRINT "The TEMPERATURE POWER was "; TEMPpower 
PRINT 

SOUND 30000, 18.2 * 3 'Wait 3 seconds for reading 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * 1 
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PRINT 
PRINT "READING DATA FILE READname$; "' PLEASE WAIT" 

FOR image = 1 TO IMAGEtotal 'Input image data 
INPUT #2, IMAGEname$(image), COMMENTS$(image) 
INPUT #2, GLbb(image), GLss(image), GLun(image) 
INPUT #2, TEMPbb(image), TEMPss(image), TEMPun(image) 
INPUT #2, TEMPbk(image) 
INPUT #2, EMISVTYun5(image), EMISVTYun6(image) 
INPUT #2, EMISVTYun7(image) 

PRINT USING "###&&&"; image; " "; IMAGEname$(image); 
PRINT " —> 11; COMMENTS$( image) 

NEXT image 

CLOSE #2 
SOUND 5000, .3 
PRINT " DONE" 

' IMAGEtotal = IMAGEtotal - 1 
FILEstored = IMAGEtotal 

RETURN 'READ FILE 

*********** WRITE FILE ********** 
WRITEfile.COM: 
'WRITE emissivity DATA OUT TO DISK. 

PRINT 
INPUT "FILE NAME you want to STORE DATA in?", writename$ 
DIR$ = "A:\QB_FILES\EMIS_DAT\" 
OPEN DIR$ + writename$ + ".DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 

WRITE #1, EMISVTYss, EMISVTYbp, EMISVTYbb 
WRITE #1, IMAGEtotal, TEMPpower 

FOR image = 1 TO IMAGEtotal 'OUTPUT IMAGE DATA TO DISK 
WRITE #1, IMAGEname$(image), COMMENTS$(image) 
WRITE #1, GLbb(image), GLss(image), GLun(image) 
WRITE #1, TEMPbb(image), TEMPss(image), TEMPun(image) 
WRITE #1, TEMPbk(image) 
WRITE #1, EMISVTYunS(image), EMISVTYun6(image) 
WRITE #1, EMISVTYun7(image) 

NEXT image 

CLOSE #1 
FILEstored = IMAGEtotal 

RETURN 'WRITE FILE 
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'********** READ ERROR ********** 
READerror.COM: 
'THIS ROUTINE WILL READ error DATA FILE FROM DISK. 
'Error variables. 
' deltaGLbb(lOO), deltaGLss(100), deltaGLun(lOO) 
'deltaEMISVTYunS (100) 

DIR$ = "A:\QB_FILES\EMIS_DAT\" 
OPEN DIR$ + READname$ + ".ERR" FOR INPUT AS #2 

PRINT 
PRINT "READING Error file READname$; PLEASE WAIT" 

FOR image = 1 TO IMAGEtotal 'Input image data 
INPUT #2, name$ 
INPUT # 2, deltaGLbb(image), deltaGLss(image) 
INPUT #2, deltaGLun(image), deltaEMISVTYunS(image) 

PRINT USING "###&&"; image; " "; name$ 

NEXT image 

CLOSE #2 
SOUND 5000, .3 
PRINT " DONE" 

RETURN 'READ ERROR 

*********** WRITE ERROR ********** 
WRITEerror.COM: 
'WRITE error DATA OUT TO DISK. 

DIR$ = "A:\QB_FILES\EMIS_DAT\" 
OPEN DIR$ + writename$ + ".ERR" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 

FOR image = 1 TO IMAGEtotal 'OUTPUT IMAGE DATA TO DISK 
WRITE #1, IMAGEname$(image) 
WRITE #1, deltaGLbb(image), deltaGLss(image) 
WRITE #1, deltaGLun(image), deltaEMISVTYun5(image) 

NEXT image 

CLOSE #1 

RETURN 'WRITE ERROR 
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********* DATA SAVED ******** 
DATASAVED.COM: 
' This routine will allow the user to store 
'data in internal memory before exiting. 

INPUT "SAVE DATA ?", SAVE$ 
IF (SAVE$ = "Y" OR SAVE$ = "y") THEN 
GOSUB WRITEfile.COM 

END IF 

RETURN 'DATA SAVED 

********* STORE MEMORY ******** 
STOREmemory.COM: 

This sub-program works as a dynamic memory ie. 
continuous memory. It will store variables on the hard 
disk under the file name ,,mem_emis.dat,,. Every time the 
program is exited under its' own control, certain variables 
will be stored in this file, writing over the previous 
values. 

OPEN "A:\QB_FILES\EMIS_MEM.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
WRITE #1, EMISVTYss, EMISVTYbp, EMISVTYbb 
WRITE #1, IMAGEtotal, image, TEMPpower 
CLOSE #1 

RETURN 'STORE MEMORY 

*********** READ MEMORY ********** 
READMEMORY.COM: 
'This routine will read some variables from drive C 
'which were stored there as dynamic memory. 

OPEN "A:\QB_FILES\EMIS_MEM.DAT" FOR INPUT AS #2 
INPUT #2, EMISVTYss, EMISVTYbp, EMISVTYbb 
INPUT #2, IMAGEtotal, image, TEMPpower 
CLOSE #2 

RETURN 'READ MEMORY 
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'########## IBM INTERNAL TIME ########## 

*********** I B M  T I M E  * * * * * * * * * *  
IBMtime.COM: 
'See if user wants to change the internal clock of the IBM. 

SETTIME$ = "Y" 
WHILE (SETTIME$ <> "N") AND (SETTIME$ <> "n") 
PRINT 
PRINT "IBM TIME IS "; TIME$ 
PRINT 
PRINT "Would you like to set the IBMs' TIME?" 
INPUT "Y or N"; SETTIME$ 
IF SETTIME$ = "Y" OR SETTIME$ = "y" THEN 
GOSUB SETIBMTIME.COM 

ELSE 
SETTIME$ = "N" 

END IF 
WEND 

RETURN 'IBM TIME 

*********** SET IBM TIME ********** 
SETIBMTIME.COM: 
'User interface for easy internal clock change. 

PRINT "We will now set the IBMs' time. " 
PRINT "There are three steps," 
PRINT "enter each category separately "; 
PRINT "followed by a carriage return:" 
PRINT 11 HOURS (0-23)" 
PRINT " MINUTES (0-59)" 
PRINT " SECONDS (0-59)" 
PRINT 
INPUT "HOURS"; H0URS$ 
INPUT "MINUTES"; MINUTES$ 
INPUT "SECONDS"; SEC0NDS$ 

'SET IBM TIME 
TIME$ = HOURS$ + ":" + MINUTES$ + ":" + SECONDS$ 

RETURN 'SET IBM TIME 
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*********** CHECK IBM DATE ********** 
IBMdate.COM: 
'See if user wants to change the internal clock of the IBM. 

SETDATE$ = "Y" 
WHILE SETDATE$ <> "N" AND SETDATE$ <> "n" 
PRINT 
PRINT "IBM DATE IS "; DATE$ 
PRINT 
PRINT "Would you like to set the IBMs' DATE?" 
INPUT "Y or N"; SETDATE$ 
IF SETDATE$ = "Y" OR SETDATE$ = "y" THEN 
GOSUB SETIBMDATE.COM 

ELSE 
SETDATE$ = "N" 

END IF 

WEND 

RETURN 'CHECK IBM DATE 

*********** SET IBM D A^T E ********** 
SETIBMDATE.COM: 
'User interface for easy internal clock change. 

PRINT "We will now set the IBMs' DATE. " 
PRINT "There are three steps," 
PRINT "enter each category separately followed 11; 
PRINT "by a carriage return:" 
PRINT " YEAR (198?)" 
PRINT " MONTH (1-12)" 
PRINT " DAY OF MONTH (1-31)" 
PRINT 
INPUT "YEAR"; YEAR$ 
INPUT "MONTH"; MONTH$ 
INPUT "DAY OF MONTH"; DAYM$ 

'SET IBMs' DATE 
DATE$ = MONTH$ + »-" + DAYM$ + "-" + YEAR$ 

RETURN 'SET IBM DATE 



APPENDIX F 

Elexor A/D Interface Software 

'ELEXOR PL-1000 last revised: 23 June 1988 
'By: Victor J. Banta first created 2 Nov. 1987 
'For Bonneville Power Administration 

'ELEXOR PL-1000 5 Channel Temperature Aguisition Interface 

' This program is designed to take temperature 
'measurements from an Elexor PL-1000 16 channel A/D -
'control devise. It is written in Quick Basic and runs on 
'an IBM pc AT. The software uses communications port 2 to 
'interface with the Elexor. 
' The Elexor has its own micro-processor and an 
'interpreter for Basic. All code sent to the Elexor must be 
'UPPER CASE characters. 

'######### INITIALIZ 

DIM TEMPERATURE(2000, 5) 
CLOSE 'Close 
GOSUB READMEMORY.COM 

E  C O M P U T E R  # # # # # # # # . # #  

all read and write file ports 

'######### INITIALIZE PL-1000 ########## 

'NOTE: The Elexor MUST recieve commands in CAPITOL LETTERS 

'Open com2 to talk to the PL-1000 
GOSUB open.com 

'Set flag#16 (no echo) and flag #21 (computer mode) 
PRINT #3, "SFL 16,1" 
PRINT #3, "SFL 21,1" 
CLOSE #3: 'close com port to clear buffer 

'Open com2 to talk to the PL-1000 
GOSUB open.com 

86 
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'######### MAIN PROGRAM ########## 

60SUB CHECKFORELEXOR.COM 'Check for Elexor ON and Connected 

TRYAGAIN: 'JUMP HERE IF INCORRECT "CHOICE" 

PRINT 
PRINT " SELECT the NUMBER corresponding to the OPERATION"; 
PRINT " you want:" 
PRINT 
PRINT "0 = QUIT" 
PRINT "1 = Commence DATA ACQUISITION from ELEXOR" 
PRINT "2 = READ Elexor data. Data start 0 "; 
PRINT STARTtime$; " on STARTdate$; 
PRINT ", # of points = "; NUMpoints 
PRINT "3 = PRINT data from MEMORY to screen" 
PRINT "4 = WRITE data to file" 
PRINT "5 = READ data file & PRINT to screen" 
PRINT "6 = SET IBM's Time & Date ", TIME$, DATE$ 
PRINT "7 = CHANGE temperature range, now on "; 
PRINT temprange$; •• RANGE" 
PRINT "8 = SET data Time Interval & Number of data points" 
PRINT 
INPUT "0 TO 8?", Choice 

SELECT CASE Choice 
CASE 0 'QUIT 
GOSUB END.COM 

CASE 1 'TAKE DATA 
GOSUB SETINTERVAL.COM 
GOSUB IBMTIME.COM 
INPUT "HIT RETURN TO TAKE DATA "; Hitreturn$ 
GOSUB GETTEMP.COM 
GOSUB STOREMEMORY.COM 

CASE 2 'Read data from Elexor. 
GOSUB DOWNLOAD.COM 
GOSUB VOLTTEMP.COM 
GOTO TRYAGAIN 

CASE 3 'PRINT DATA FROM MEMORY TO SCREEN 
GOSUB PRINT.COM 
GOTO TRYAGAIN 

CASE 4 'WRITE DATA TO FILE 
GOSUB WRITEFILE.COM 
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GOTO TRYAGAIN 

CASE 5 'READ DATA FILE AND PRINT 
GOSUB READFILE.COM 
GOSUB PRINT.COM 
GOTO TRYAGAIN 

CASE 6 'SET TIME AND DATE 
GOSUB IBMTIME.COM 
GOSUB IBMDATE.COM 
GOTO TRYAGAIN 

CASE 7 'CHANGE TEMPERATURE RANGE 
GOSUB CHANGERANGE.COM 
GOTO TRYAGAIN 

CASE 8 'Set data time interval & number of data points 
GOSUB SETINTERVAL.COM 
GOTO TRYAGAIN 

' CASE ELSE 
PRINT "INVALID SELCTION, TRY AGAIN." 
SOUND 500, 18.2 * .5 
SOUND 3000, 18.2 * .1 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * 1 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .1 
GOTO TRYAGAIN 

END SELECT 

FOR i = 1000 TO 550 STEP -15 
X = i + (50 * SIN((i / 80) * 6.14)) 
SOUND X, i / 1000 

NEXT i 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .2 

FOR il = 1 TO 3 
FOR i = 1000 TO 440 STEP -150 
SOUND i, i / 1000 

NEXT i 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .01 
NEXT il 

'SOUND 420, 18.2 * .1 
'SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .1 
'SOUND 420, 18.2 * .1 

END 'MAIN 
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********* CHECK FOR ELEXOR ******** 
CHECKFORELEXOR.COM: 
'This routine will get Elexor TIME to check to see if the 
'Elexor is turned on, hooked-up, or busy with measurements 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT " Program will halt after this printing if Elexor 
PRINT "PL-1000 is not turned ON and CONNECTED to serial 11 

PRINT "communications LINE 2, or if the Elexor is busy "; 
PRINT "making measurements." 
PRINT "To inturupt the program " 
PRINT " execution: HOLD CONTROL and PRESS BREAK keys." 
PRINT 
PRINT "The START TIME was "; STARTtime$; " & there are 
PRINT USING "###.##"; (NUMpoints - 1) * NUMSEC / 60; 
PRINT USING " minutes of data" 
PRINT 
PRINT "ELEXOR are you there? 

PRINT #3, "PRINT TIME" 'This is done only to check 
INPUT #3, timel$ 'For a response from the Elexor 

FOR i = 440 TO 1000 STEP 150 
SOUND i, i / 1000 

NEXT i 

PRINT " YES, ELEXOR's here." 
'*** **PRINT "Elexor time is timel$ 

RETURN 'CHECK FOR ELEXOR 

*********** OPEN ********** 
open.com: 
'Open communications port #2 to talk to the Elexor. 9600 
'Baud, no parity, and 8 data bits. 

OPEN "com2:9600,n,8,,cs,ds,cd" FOR RANDOM AS #3 

RETURN 'OPEN 
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/********** VOLT TEMP ********** 
VOLTTEMP.COM: 
'This routine will convert the voltage in binary, 
'to a temperature in degrees C. 

PRINT 
PRINT "NOW CALCULATING TEMPERATURES . . . "; 

FOR INDEX = 1 TO NUMpoints 
FOR CH = 1 TO 5 
GOSUB CALCTEMP.COM 'Calculate temperature 

NEXT CH 
NEXT INDEX 
SOUND 1000, .3 
PRINT "DONE" 

RETURN 'VOLT TEMP 

*********** CALCTEMP ********** 
CALCTEMP.COM; 
'Calculate the temperature which is received from the 
'Elexor as a binary voltage, measured from a thermistor. 

A = 9.354011 * (10 A -4) 'Establish thermistor constants 
B = 2.210605 * (10 * -4) 
C = 1.27472 * (10 A -7) 

IF TEMPERATURE(INDEX, CH) = 0 THEN 'Look for zero 
TEMPERATURE(INDEX, CH) = 1 
SOUND 3000, .1 

END IF 
VOLTS = TEMPERATURE(INDEX, CH) / 1000 'Convert to volts 

IF temprange$ = "A" OR temprange$ = "a" THEN 
IF CH = 5 THEN 'Ambient temperature calculation 
RES = 50000 / VOLTS - 10000 'Therm, res. W/ lOKohm 

ELSE 
RES = 120000 / VOLTS - 24000 'Calc res. W/24Kohm 

END IF 

ELSE 'B RANGE 
IF CH = 1 THEN 'Ambient temperature calc. 
RES = 120000 / VOLTS - 24000 'Calc res. W/24Kohm 

ELSE 
RES = 50000 / VOLTS - 10000 'Thermistor res W/lOKohm 

END IF 
END IF 

'CALC TEMPERATURE IN KELVIN 
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TEMPK = 1 / (A + B * (LOG(RES) ) + C * (LOG(RES) ) A 3) 
TEMPERATURE(INDEX, CH) = TEMPK - 273 'Convert to Celsius 

'*** **TEMPF=TEMPC*1.80+32 'Convert to Fahrenheit 

RETURN 'CALC TEMP 

*********** IBM TIME ********** 
IBMTIME.COM: 
'See if user wants to change the internal clock of the IBM. 

SETtime$ = "Y" 
WHILE (SETtime$ <> "N") AND (SETtime$ <> "n") 
PRINT 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .95 

FOR seconds = 1 TO 3 
PRINT "IBM TIME IS "; TIME$ 
SOUND 10000, 18.2 * .06 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .95 

NEXT seconds 

PRINT 
PRINT "Would you like to set the IBMs' TIME?" 
INPUT "Y or N"; SETtime$ 
IF SETtime$ = "Y" OR SETtime$ = "y" THEN 
GOSUB SETIBMTIME.COM 

ELSE 
SETtime$ = "N" 

END IF 

WEND 

RETURN 'IBM TIME 

*********** SET IBM TIME ********** 
SETIBMTIME.COM: 
'User interface for easy internal clock change. 

PRINT "We will now set the IBMs' time. " 
PRINT "There are three steps," 
PRINT "enter each catagory seperatly "; 
PRINT "followed by a carriage return:" 
PRINT " HOURS (0-23)" 
PRINT " MINUTES (0-59)" 
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PRINT 11 SECONDS (0-59)" 
PRINT 
INPUT "HOURS"; hours$ 
INPUT "MINUTES"; minutes$ 
INPUT "SECONDS"; seconds$ 

'SET IBM TIME 
TIME$ = hours $ + 11:" + xninutes$ + ":" + seconds$ 

RETURN 'SET IBM TIME 

*********** CHECK IBM DATE ********** 
IBMDATE.COM: 
'See if user wants to change the internal clock of the IBM. 

SETdate$ — "Y" 
WHILE SETdate$ <> "N" AND SETdate$ <> "n" 
PRINT 
PRINT "IBM DATE IS "; DATE$ 
PRINT 
PRINT "Would you like to set the IBMs' DATE?" 
INPUT "Y or N"; SETdate$ 
IF SETdate$ = "Y" OR SETdate$ = "y" THEN 
GOSUB SETIBMDATE.COM 

ELSE 
SETdate$ = "N" 

END IF 

WEND 

RETURN 'CHECK IBM DATE 

*********** SET IBM DATE ********** 
SETIBMDATE.COM: 
'User interface for easy internal clock change. 

PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
INPUT 
INPUT 

'We will now set the IBMs' DATE. " 
•There are three steps," 
•enter each catagory seperatly"; 
• followed by a carriage return:" 

YEAR (198?)" 
MONTH (1-12)" 
DAY OF MONTH (1-31)" 

'YEAR"; YEAR$ 
'MONTH"; MONTH$ 



INPUT "DAY OF MONTH"; DAYM$ 

'SET IBMs' DATE 
DATE$ = MONTH$ + + DAYM$ 

RETURN 'SET IBM DATE 
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+ + YEAR$ 

*********** g e t  t e m p  * * * * * * * * * *  
GETTEMP.COM: 
'Send command to scan the Elexor channels of interest. 

PRINT #3, "DBUF ", NUMpoints * 5 'Set Elexor buffer size 

'Date and Time for data print-out. 
STARTdate$ = DATE$ 
STARTtime$ = TIME$ 
PRINT #3, "ASCAN ", CHANNELS$, NUMSEC, " SEC,11, 
PRINT #3, NUMpoints, ",B,0H/Scan ch's 

PRINT 
PRINT "START TIME = "; TIME$ 

RETURN 'GET TEMP 

*********** P R I N T  ********** 
PRINT.COM: 
'Print Elexor temperatures to the screen. 

PRINT 
PRINT "DATA#"; " "; "TIME"; " "; 
PRINT "CH'S 12 3 4 5" 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * 4 'Stop print-out for first page. 

GOSUB STARTtime.com 'Make "STARTtime" integer. 

FOR DATApoint = 1 TO NUMpoints 

'Calculate time of each data point 
GOSUB DATAtime.com 

'Print formated data. 

PRINT USING "####"; DATApoint; 
PRINT " "; DATAtime$; 
FOR CH = 1 TO 5 
PRINT " "; 
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PRINT USING "###.#"; TEMPERATURE(DATApoint, CH) ; 
PRINT "C"; 

NEXT CH 
PRINT " " 
IF DATApoint MOD 23 = 0 THEN 'Pause print every page. 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * 1.2 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .5 

END IF 
' SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .1 

NEXT DATApoint 

SOUND 3000, 18.2 * .1 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * 2 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * 1 
PRINT 

RETURN 'PRINT 

r  * * * * * * * * * *  S T A R T  T I M E  * * * * * * * * * *  
STARTtime.com: 
'Make START TIME string for printing and calculations. 

'PULL APART TIME STRING 
hours$ = LEFT$(STARTtime$, 2) 
minutes$ = MID$(STARTtime$, 4, 2) 
seconds$ = RIGHT$(STARTtime$, 2) 

'CONVERT STRING TO NUMBERS 
hours = VAL(hours$) 
minutes = VAL(minutes$) 
seconds = VAL(seconds$) 

'CALCULATE STARTTIME IN SECONDS 
STARTtime = hours * 3600 + minutes * 60 + seconds 

RETURN 'START TIME 

*********** DATA TIME ********** 
DATAtime.com: 
'Make DATA TIME string for printing. 

'CALCULATE TIME OF EACH DATA POINT 
DATAtime = STARTtime + ((DATApoint - 1) * NUMSEC) 
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'Remove 24 hours if next day. 
IF DATAtime >= (24! * 3600) THEN 

DATAtime = DATAtirne - (24! * 3600) 
END IF 

'CALCULATE NEW HOURS, MINUTES, AND SECONDS. 
hours = INT(DATAtime / 3600) 

'SUBTRACT THE HOURS (IN SECONDS) FROM DATATIME 
DATAtime = DATAtime - (hours * 3600) 

minutes = INT(DATAtime / 60) 
IF minutes = 0 THEN 
seconds = DATAtime 

ELSE 
seconds = INT(DATAtime MOD (minutes * 60)) 

END IF 

'RECONSTRUCT NEW DATA TIME STRING 
IF hours < 10 THEN 
hours$ = "0" + RIGHT$(STR$(hours), 1) 

ELSE 
hours$ = RIGHT$(STR$(hours), 2) 

END IF 

IF minutes < 10 THEN 
minutes$ = "0" + RIGHT$(STR$(minutes), 1) 

ELSE 
minutes$ = RIGHT$(STR$(minutes), 2) 

END IF 

IF seconds < 10 THEN 
seconds$ = "0" + RIGHT$(STR$(seconds), 1) 

ELSE 
seconds$ = RIGHT$(STR$(seconds), 2) 

END IF 

DATAtime$ = hours$ + + minutes$ + "+ seconds$ 

RETURN 'DATA TIME 

*********** E N D  ********** 
END.COM: 
'Stop the program. 

GOTO LOOPY 

FOR i = 1000 TO 330 STEP -5 
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SOUND i, i / 1000 
NEXT i 

FOR i = 330 TO 1000 STEP 10 
X = i + (50 * SIN((i / 80) * 6.14)) 
SOUND X, i / 1000 

NEXT i 
LOOPY: 
FOR i = 1000 TO 440 STEP -15 

X = i + (50 * SIN((i / 80) * 6.14)) 
SOUND X, i / 1000 

NEXT i 

SOUND 30000, 18.2 * .2 
FOR i = 1 TO 30 STEP 12 
note = 100 
X = note + i '(50*SIN((1/80)*6.14)) 
SOUND X, 18.2 * .05 '1/1000 

NEXT i 

' SOUND 30000,18.2*.51 
' SOUND 150,18.2*.2 
' SOUND 30000,18.2*.1 
' SOUND 100,18.2*.2 

STOP 'STOP program execution. 

RETURN 'END 

*********** DOWN LOAD ********** 
DOWNLOAD.COM: 
'DOWN-LOAD DATA FROM ELEXOR BUFFER TO MEMORY. 

PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT "Number of SECONDS between data points = NUMSEC 
PRINT 
PRINT "NUMBER of data points = "; NUMpoints 
PRINT 
PRINT "First data point @ ; STARTtime$; 11 on "; 
PRINT STARTdate$ 
PRINT 
PRINT "Set for temprange$; " range" 
PRINT 

PRINT #3, "PBUF 0,11, 5 * NUMpoints '5 chs * # of points 
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PRINT 
PRINT "NOW READING THE DATA BUFFER . . . "; 

'GET TEMPERATURE IN VOLTS FROM ELEXOR 
FOR INDEX = 1 TO NUMpoillts 
INPUT #3, TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 1), TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 2) 
INPUT #3, TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 3), TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 4) 
INPUT #3, TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 5) 

NEXT INDEX 
SOUND 5000, .3 
PRINT "DONE" 

RETURN 'DOWN LOAD 

*********** SET INTERVAL ********** 
SETINTERVAL.COM: 
'Allow the user to change the time interval between 
'data points and the number of points to be taken. 

PRINT "Old parameters as follows:" 
PRINT " number of SECONDS = "; NUMSEC 
PRINT " NUMBER of data points = "; NUMpoints 
PRINT 
PRINT "This implies a DATA SET LENGHT of: "; 
PRINT NUMSEC * (NUMpoints - 1); " SECONDS" 
PRINT " = 11; 
PRINT USING "###.##••; NUMSEC * (NUMpoints - 1) / 60; 
PRINT USING " MINUTES" 

PRINT 
INPUT "CHANGE the data interval?", CHANGE$ 

WHILE CHANGE$ <> "N" AND CHANGE$ <> "n" 
PRINT 
INPUT "# of SECONDS (integer) between Temp?", NUMSEC 
PRINT 
INPUT "NUMBER of data points?", NUMpoints 
PRINT 
PRINT "This implies a DATA SET LENGTH of "; 
PRINT NUMSEC * (NUMpoints - 1); " SECONDS" 
PRINT " = " 
PRINT USING "###.##"; NUMSEC * (NUMpoints - 1) / 60; 
PRINT USING " MINUTES" 
PRINT 
INPUT "CHANGE the data interval?", CHANGE$ 

WEND 
RETURN 'SET INTERVAL 
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*********** READ FILE ********** 
READFILE.COM: 
'This routine will read a data file from the hard disk. 

PRINT 
INPUT "What FILE NAME you want to READ?", READNAME$ 
OPEN "A: \QB_FILES\TEMP_DAT\11 + READNAME$ FOR INPUT AS #2 

INPUT #2, NUMSEC, NUMpoints, STARTtime$, STARTdate$ 
INPUT #2, temprange$ 
' N O T E  :  T E M P R A N G E $  w a s  a d d e d  2 7  N o v .  1 9 8 7  

PRINT 
PRINT "Number of SECONDS between data points = "; NUMSEC 
PRINT 
PRINT "NUMBER of data points = "; NUMpoints 
PRINT 
PRINT "This implies a DATA SET LENGTH of: "; 
PRINT NUMSEC * NUMpoints; " SECONDS" 
PRINT " = "; 
PRINT USING "###.##&"; NUMSEC * NUMpoints / 60; " MINS" 
PRINT 
PRINT "FIRST data § "; STARTtime$; " ON "; STARTdate$ 
PRINT 
PRINT "Temperatures were taken on "; temprange$; " range" 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * 5 'Wait 5 seconds for reading. 
SOUND 30000, 18.2 * 1 
PRINT 
PRINT "READING DATA FILE '"; READNAME$; PLEASE WAIT"; 

FOR INDEX = 1 TO NUMpoints 
INPUT #2, TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 1), TEMPERATURE(INDEX,2) 
INPUT #2, TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 3), TEMPERATURE(INDEX,4) 
INPUT #2, TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 5) 

' N O T E  :  T E M P E R A T U R E ( I N D E X , 5 )  w a s  a d d e d  2 9  N o v .  1 9 8 7  
NEXT INDEX 

CLOSE #2 
SOUND 5000, .3 
PRINT "DONE" 

RETURN 'READ FILE 

*********** WRITE FILE ********** 
WRITEFILE.COM: 
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'Write temperature data out to disk. 

PRINT 
INPUT "FILE NAME you want to STORE DATA in?", WRITENAME$ 
OPEN "A:\QB_FILES\TEMP_DAT\"+WRITENAME$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1 

WRITE #1, NUMSEC, NUMpoints, STARTtime$ 
WRITE #1, STARTdate$, temprange$ 

FOR INDEX = 1 TO NUMpoints 'OUTPUT TEMPERATURE TO DISK 
WRITE #1, TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 1), TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 2) 
WRITE #1, TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 3) , TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 4) 
WRITE #1, TEMPERATURE(INDEX, 5) 

NEXT INDEX 

CLOSE #1 

RETURN 'WRITE FILE 

'********** STORE MEMORY ********** 
STOREMEMORY.COM: 

This, subprogram works as a dynamic memory ie. 
continuous memory. It will store variables on the hard 
disk under the file name "memory.dat11 everytime program is 
exited under its' own control, certain variables will be 
stored in this file, writing over the previous values. 

OPEN "A:\QB_FILES\ELEX_MEM.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
WRITE #1, NUMSEC, NUMpoints, STARTtime$ 
WRITE #1, STARTdate$, temprange$, CHANNELS$ 
CLOSE #1 

RETURN 'STORE MEMORY 

*********** READ MEMORY ********** 
READMEMORY.COM: 
'This routine will read some variables from drive C 
'which were stored there as dynamic memory. 

OPEN "A:\QB_FILES\ELEX_MEM.DAT" FOR INPUT AS #2 
INPUT #2, NUMSEC, NUMpoints, STARTtime$ 
INPUT #2, STARTdate$, temprange$, CHANNELS$ 
CLOSE #2 

RETURN 'READ MEMORY 

*********** CHANGE RANGE ********** 
CHANGERANGE.COM: 
'This routine will allow the selection of two 
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'sensitivities in temperature readings. 

PRINT 
PRINT "A range = channels 0 to 3, HIGH SENSITIVITY" 
PRINT " 24Kohm, max temp of 70.5 C" 
PRINT "B range = channels 4 to 7, LOWER SENSITIVITY" 
PRINT " lOKohm, max temp of 120 C" 

PRINT 
PRINT "Now set for "; temprange$; " range" 
PRINT 
INPUT "Would you like to CHANGE the Temp Range?", CHANGE$ 

WHILE CHANGE$ <> "N" AND CHANGE$ <> "n" 
PRINT 
INPUT "HIGH or LOW sensitivity (A or B)?", temprange$ 

IF temprange$ = "A" OR temprange$ = "a" THEN 
CHANNELS$ = "0,4," 

ELSE 'B TEMPRANGE$ 
CHANNELS$ = "3,7," 

END IF 

PRINT 
PRINT "Now set for "; temprange$; " range" 
PRINT 
INPUT "CHANGE the Temp Range?", CHANGE$ 

WEND 

RETURN 'CHANGE RANGE 
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